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DIVE IN.
Welcome to SCUBAPRO’s 2021 guide to the latest and greatest 
in dive equipment innovation. On each page you’ll find highlights 
of this year’s new gear offerings, featuring the most advanced 
technology in design and engineering. Immerse yourself in the 
best diving has to offer.

Don’t end your exploration here. Visit SCUBAPRO.COM for more 
information on our full line of diving and snorkeling products, 
guaranteed to make your next dive an experience to remember. 

LIVE THE LEGEND.
Founded in 1963 by two of scuba diving’s pioneers, Gustav  
Dalla Valle and Dick Bonin, SCUBAPRO is the world’s premier 
manufacturer of scuba diving equipment. For over 50 years 
SCUBAPRO has led the industry in dive equipment innovation, 
and in doing so has changed the face of diving.  

THE MOST RESPECTED NAME IN DIVING.
You’ll find SCUBAPRO gear on dive boats, at dive resorts, in  
diving locales the world  over. Be it new divers or seasoned  
veterans, SCUBAPRO is the brand divers trust, which is why 
divers own and use SCUBAPRO equipment with confidence and 
pride. When you dive with SCUBAPRO, you dive with the best.

ALWAYS FIRST, ALWAYS FINEST.
From the very beginning, SCUBAPRO has been spearhead-
ing the development of quality equipment that makes diving 
a better experience. SCUBAPRO engineers are dedicated to 
ground-breaking research and development, always first to  
the market with the new and the exciting. 

Oahu, Hawaii



1963    The MK2 is introduced, considered the most reliable 1st 
stage in diving.

1965    The Jet Fin is introduced, bringing in a new approach to  
efficient underwater  propulsion.

1971    The dive industry’s first Stabilizing Jacket, known as the 
“Stab” Jacket,  revolutionizes the BCD market. 

1972    SCUBAPRO’s Quick Disconnect Inflator enables divers to  
use the air from their  tanks to fill their BCDs.

1979    The AIR2, the first alternate inflator regulator, integrates  
the BCD  inflator with the octo reg. 

1981    The Super Cinch Tank Band cam action buckle system  
redefines  tank security.

1985    SCUBAPRO introduces the first 2nd stage to the diving  
industry  to feature an adjustable balanced valve. 

1986    The G250 enters the diving scene, and quickly becomes  
the  most imitated 2nd stage in diving.

1987    SCUBAPRO/Uwatec’s first dive computer, the Aladin Pro,  
quickly becomes a diver favorite due to its convenient  
wrist-mount design and easy-read screen.

1990    Diving’s first frameless mask becomes a favorite  with  
professional divers the world over. 

1996    The Seahawk becomes SCUBAPRO’s first weight-integrated BCD.

1998   With the Venus SCUBAPRO introduces its first back-inflation 
BCD designed specifically for women. 

2007    The Galileo line of technologically advanced wrist-mount  
dive computers is introduced. 

2009    The A700 2nd stage is introduced,  offering effortless 
inhalation and easy exhalation in a precision-handcrafted, 
full-metal package.

2010    The award-winning Seawing Nova fin  quickly becomes the 
industry standard  for fin performance.

2015    Patented Extended Thermal Insulating  System (XTIS),  
along with other freeze-inhibiting internal components  
and coatings, transform the MK25 EVO into diving’s  
premier high-performance cold-water regulator.

2017    The HYDROS PRO, diving’s most  modern, innovative BCD,  
is introduced. The full-color Galileo G2  wrist-mount  
computer marks the birth of a new generation of  
advanced dive computer technology.

2018    The G2 Console is introduced,  offering advanced G2 technolo-
gy in a streamlined console design. SCUBAPRO introduces div-
ing’s  first “Green” wetsuit, made of  Naturalprene, a neoprene 
blend  that comes primarily from  renewable rubber trees.

2019   The revolutionary mask-mounted, hands-free Galileo HUD, 
with its virtual floating heads-up display, delivers a dive  
computer experience unlike anything else in diving. The 
“boot-fit” concept of the Go Sport fin ushers in a new wave  
of innovation in scuba fin design.

2020   The D420 is introduced, combining the iconic heritage of  
the original D-Series regulator with the latest advances  
in breathing performance technology. The HYDROS X is  
the world’s first front-adjustable BCD to offer a fully 
injection-molded Monprene® thermoplastic back pad and 
shoulders.

HERE ARE  
JUST A FEW  

INNOVATIONS 
THAT HAVE 

CHANGED THE 
WAY DIVERS  

GO DIVING. 



TAKING ACTION/SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS.
SCUBAPRO dive wear is the greenest – or rather bluest – in the 
industry. In 2012, SCUBAPRO was the first to introduce X-Foam 
neoprene in an ongoing effort to reduce pollutants and harmful 
emissions. In 2016, we were the first to introduce solvent-free 
glue on our Everflex suits. Today, all SCUBAPRO neoprene drysuits, 
wetsuits, shortys, hoods and gloves thicker than 1.5mm feature 
solvent-free glue to better protect divers and the environment. 

RESPONSIBLE PACKAGING. 
We are continuously working to protect our environment through 
our Responsible Packaging program, which is tasked with reduc-
ing and eventually eliminating the use of plastics in our product 
packaging. These are some of the steps we have taken to reduce 
our plastic use:

Δ  Masks are now packaged in either recycled carton boxes or in 
protective boxes that can also be used for transport and storage 
of accessories.

Δ  Boots are now shipped in fabric bags, which can be reused for 
transport and storage, or as a laundry or shoe bag.

Δ  Headbands and neoprene mask straps are attached to recycled 
key cards.

Δ  Regulator maintenance kits are shipped in new plastic-free 
carton packaging.

Δ  Regulators and computers are starting to be shipped in newly 
designed recycled carton boxes.

Δ  Fins are starting to be shipped in either recycled carton boxes or 
mesh bags that can be reused for transport and storage or as an 
ocean clean-up bag to pick up trash while diving.

Δ Gloves are starting to be shipped on recycled carton key cards.

Δ  Other accessories are already being shipped on recycled key 
cards.

Eliminating plastic and reducing packaging overall is the goal of our 
Responsible Packaging program. Innovative packaging solutions for 
other products will be implemented in the near future. 

BUILDING AN OCEAN ETHOS. 
SCUBAPRO believes in working together to take on the biggest 
issues facing our oceans, while encouraging every diver to be 
conservation-minded. For over 50 years we have partnered with 
organizations that share these ideals, including Mission Blue,  
Galapagos National Parks, Conservation International, WWF,  
Antinea Foundation, San Diego Oceans Foundation, REEF, Charles 
Darwin Foundation and the National Marine Life Center, Sharkproj-
ect, SOS Seaturtles, Yaqu Pacha and Ozeankind, among others. 

LIVING OUR VALUES.
SCUBAPRO is staffed by avid divers who recognize a personal 
responsibility to preserve and protect the very thing that our prod-
ucts allow divers to explore. Renowned marine biologist and pres-
ervationist Dr. Sylvia Earle sat on our board for many years, while 
SCUBAPRO’s president is a past member of the Advisory Board 
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Marine Sanctuaries. SCUBAPRO employees are active volunteers, 
and our regional offices regularly lead beach cleanups and donation 
drives. And because we believe more divers lead to more ocean 
advocates, we contribute to causes that create new divers, from 
underprivileged children to veterans.

12.7 MILLION TONS OF PLASTIC END UP IN OUR OCEANS  
EVERY YEAR.

IT ’S TIME TO ACT!

LIVING OUR VALUES
For over 50 years, SCUBAPRO has been committed to 
the sport of diving and to the protection of the world’s 
oceans that provide us all with so much of our enjoy-
ment, exploration and adventure. 

From our environmentally-responsible products, mate-
rials and manufacturing techniques to sponsoring the 
conservation efforts of numerous organizations and our 
Deep Elite Ambassadors’ work, no dive company does 
more to protect the environments we all love to explore. 

SCUBAPRO products help new and experienced divers 
to discover and experience the amazing undersea 
world, and we invite everyone to join us in working to 
preserve it for future generations. 

PROMOTING DIVING WHILE PROTECTING  
OUR OCEANS. 

It is the SCUBAPRO way. Our mission, our passion. And 
SCUBAPRO leads by example.
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BREATHE EASY.
A BRAND DIVERS TRUST. 
The best endorsements for SCUBAPRO regulators come from the 
divers who use them. On dive boats and in diving circles the world 
over, SCUBAPRO regulators have a reputation for performance and 
dependability. Our popularity is highest among professional divers 
and instructors. When you dive with SCUBAPRO, you’re diving in 
good company. 

UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE. 
SCUBAPRO regulators not only perform well in our testing, but also 
perform incredibly well over time for warm and cold water divers 
around the world. Designs engineered by teams totaling years of 
experience and thousands of dives are brought to life with high-end 
materials and tooling. The result is the ultimate in reliability. Our 
regulators look good on the outside, but the engineering excellence 
inside is what counts the most. 

Every SCUBAPRO regulator carries a 24-month/100-dive service 
interval and, if purchased through an Authorized Dealer, is covered 
by a lifetime warranty.

REGULATORS
OVER A HALF-CENTURY OF ENGINEERING 
EXCELLENCE.
SCUBAPRO leads the dive equipment industry in innovation, creating 
numerous products that have changed the face of scuba. Every de-
cision that goes into our products – from design and manufacturing 
to engineering and packaging – is based on quality and performance, 
not price. Nowhere is this commitment more apparent than in our 
full line of high-performance regulator systems. 

WE SPARE NO EXPENSE.
SCUBAPRO invests heavily in product development. Our state-of-
the-art R&D facility in Italy is equipped with the latest breathing and 
cycle-testing machines, as well as the most sophisticated data col-
lection tools, all to help ensure bulletproof reliability in our regulator 
systems. Our tests are comprehensive and intensive, far surpassing 
industry standards. 



Miami, FL

MK11/C370 2018 ScubaLab Best Buy 

MK25 EVO/S620 TI 
2017 ScubaLab Tester’s Choice 

2017 Scuba Diving Magazine’s  
“Gear of the Year”

AWARD-WINNING PERFORMANCE. 
Along with the below and other global awards, SCUBAPRO regu-
lators have earned numerous accolades and top honors in media 
reviews and industry organizations.

SCUBAPRO regulator systems consistently outshine the competi-
tion in independent regulator tests, delivering reliable, low-effort 
airflow regardless of depth, tank pressure or breathing rate. 

INDUSTRY LEADERS IN REGULATOR  
INNOVATION.

FIRST TO OFFER
Δ Air-balanced flow-through piston regulator on the market. 

Δ Second stage with an adjustable balanced valve. 

Δ  Alternate-inflator regulator integrating the BCD inflator with a 
second stage.

Δ Adjustable VIVA (Venturi Initiated Vacuum Assist). 

Δ  Patented Extended Thermal Insulating System (XTIS), which  
transforms the MK25 EVO – widely considered the most powerful  
first stage in diving – into diving’s premier high-performance  
cold-water regulator. 



Oahu, Hawaii

THE BENEFITS OF DIAPHRAGM TECHNOLOGY.
An air-balanced diaphragm first stage has more moving parts than a piston first stage. However, its body is environ-
mentally sealed to prevent water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism. Because of this, it tends to be fa-
vored by divers who find themselves in waters containing lots of suspended particles, silt, or contaminating materials. 
All SCUBAPRO diaphragm first stages deliver reliable and consistent air delivery regardless of tank pressure.  

FIRST STAGE REGULATORS

MK17 EVO DIAGRAM
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Filter

Balance Chamber

Interstage Pressure

Interstage Pressure 
Air to the 

Second Stage

MK 19 E V O
SCUBAPRO engineers have taken some of the best features from our 
past air-balanced first stages and created the all new compact MK19 
EVO. It offers superb cold water performance in a lightweight,  
compact size.

AIR-BALANCED DIAPHRAGM
Delivers effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or  
breathing rate.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED SYSTEM
Prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism. 

NEW DRY CHAMBER
Equipped with a double spring, makes it more compact.

 LP PORT SWIVEL TURRET
Four High-Flow LP ports plus one axial Super High-Flow LP port  
maximize hose routing options.
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MK 17 E V O
The air-balanced diaphragm MK17 EVO delivers constant and effortless 
airflow, and its internal system is completely sealed off from the  
elements, helping ensure trouble-free operation no matter how cold  
or murky the water gets. This first stage is preferred by many cave  
and wreck divers who commonly find themselves in highly silted  
environments.

DRY AMBIENT PRESSURE CHAMBER 
Increases freezing resistance, ensuring consistent airflow in the coldest 
conditions.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED SYSTEM 
Prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism while 
enhancing cold-water performance. 

HIGHLY EFFICIENT INTERNAL DESIGN 
Allows more airflow from its high-flow LP ports that are specially config-
ured for better hose routing.

MK 11
With a compact design to reduce size and weight, the MK11 is an ideal 
travel companion. It has the same basic structure as the MK17 EVO, 
without the dry chamber. It is a good choice for divers who want the 
benefits of a sealed system for more temperate waters.

AIR-BALANCED DIAPHRAGM DESIGN 
Delivers constant and effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank  
pressure, or breathing rate. 

SEALED INTERNAL PARTS
Prevent water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism. 

MULTIPLE PORTS 
Two high pressure ports, two high-flow LP ports and two standard LP 
ports maximize hose routing options.

EASY IP ADJUSTMENT 
External intermediate pressure adjustment enables technicians to  
fine-tune performance quickly and easily.

FIRST STAGE DIAPHRAGM
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Air-balanced piston first stages are the first choice of  
demanding sport divers and professionals.  
Here’s why: 

PERFORMANCE
No other first stage design can reach the high air delivery rate of a bal-
anced piston first stage. Performance is totally unaffected by changing 
tank pressure or depth.

RELIABILITY
A simpler mechanism uses fewer moving parts for excellent reliability 
and less long-term maintenance. 

RESPONSIVE
The use of lighter and more sensitive components results in an 
ultra-fast breathing response, instant delivery of air on demand and 
extra-high air flow, especially in the low tank pressure ranges.

MK25 EVO DIAGRAM
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MK 25 E V O
Year after year, SCUBAPRO’s flagship high-performance first stage 
consistently ranks as the top-performing first stage on the market. 
With this air-balanced flow-through piston-style first stage mounted 
to an air cylinder, you are guaranteed superb inhalation sensitivity and 
instant delivery of air on demand, in all diving environments and all water 
temperatures.

PATENTED EXTENDED THERMAL INSULATING SYSTEM (XTIS)
Fully insulates the inner mechanism from the environment, improving 
cold-water resistance and delaying ice formation. This radically increases 
breathing reliability when diving in extreme water temperatures.

OPPOSING HP PORTS
Allow the first stage to be positioned either up or down.

FIVE HIGH-FLOW LP PORTS
Provide 15% higher airflow than standard low-pressure ports. They are 
also mounted on a 360° swivel turret to maximize hose routing options. 

FIRST STAGE AIR BALANCED FLOW-THROUGH PISTON
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This time-proven piston design has been around for de-
cades. It’s a bona fide diving classic, and for good reason: 

STRAIGHT-FORWARD MECHANISM
The simplest mechanism to control the pressure drop from a tank to 
feed the second stage.

A REAL WORKHORSE
While it does not compensate for minor pressure changes as air is con-
sumed like an air-balanced first stage does, its simple design requires 
little maintenance and delivers dependable airflow.

ECONOMICAL
A good choice for new divers looking for an air delivery system they 
can trust, that’s easy to use, and that won’t put too big a dent in their 
pocketbooks.

MK 2 E V O
SCUBAPRO’s classic MK2 EVO is a reliable workhorse, and it’s the only 
downstream piston-style first stage with internal components specif-
ically designed to resist freezing in extreme cold-water conditions. It’s 
a great entry-level reg for new divers, and also for veteran divers and 
travel divers who like to keep their diving simple and affordable.

PATENTED EXTENDED THERMAL INSULATING SYSTEM (XTIS)
Fully isolates the mechanical elements from the cold, increasing 
freezing resistance by an average of 50% over its predecessor without 
compromising breathing performance.

MODERN COMPONENTS
Additional internal technical improvements include a spring insulating 
bushing and coating, an insulating piston bushing, an insulating sleeve 
and an antifreeze cap, all of which contribute to freezing resistance.

EASY TO MAINTAIN
Stainless steel removable orifice allows for easier maintenance while 
extending regulator life. 

COLD-WATER CERTIFIED
Meets EN250-2014 standards for cold-water breathing  performance.

MK2 EVO DIAGRAM
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FIRST STAGE CLASSIC DOWNSTREAM PISTON
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A-SERIES
Precision hand-crafted A-Series second stages are built to last. With its striking all-metal casing, screw-down casing 
cover and metal valve housing, the A700 is muscular in build as well as performance. Its air-balanced valve technology, 
stainless steel inlet tube and oversized exhaust valve deliver an ease of inhalation and exhalation that is unmatched.

A700
Designed for divers who want the best, the full-metal A700 offers  
excellent breathing performance. Teamed with a MK25 EVO or MK17  
EVO, it provides unparalleled breathing performance in all water  
temperatures.

FULL METAL CASING
Enables you to take advantage of the high heat exchange rate, a huge 
plus for cold-water diving.

BETTER BREATHING
Metal construction enables the use of a larger diaphragm inside a  
compact casing, increasing breathing sensitivity.

COLD-WATER CERTIFIED
Meets new EN250-2014 standards for cold-water breathing  
performance.

MK 25 E V O B T/ 
A700 C A RBON BL A CK T E CH
This race-car-sleek system works as good as it looks.

LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE
Casing is full metal but the front cover is hand-made out of carbon fiber, 
which is both lightweight and virtually bullet-proof.

HIGH-TECH MATERIALS
Carbon fiber can resist substantial shocks without damage while reduc-
ing the overall weight of the casing.

PROTECTIVE COATING
Black Tech scratch-resistant coating on metal parts protects against 
the ravages of salt water and corrosion. This durable coating includes an 
inner layer of chemical Nickel (FDA approved) and a glossy DLC (Diamond 
Like Carbon) outer layer.

SECOND STAGE REGULATORS
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D-SERIES
The D-Series regulator, with its distinctive design, has been a favorite among avid SCUBAPRO regulator enthusiasts 
for more than three decades. This new generation draws from the iconic heritage of the original D-Series regulator 
while delivering 21st Century quality, reliability, performance and style to become one of the easiest-breathing and 
most comfortable regulators in diving.

MK 25 E V O/ D 4 20
PROGRESSIVE FLOW CONTROL VALVE.
New balanced valve delivers abundant airflow for the best breathing 
performance, with a natural smoothness not unlike what you might 
experience breathing on the surface. 

DISTINCTIVE FIBERGLASS-REINFORCED NYLON CASING
Is ultra-durable and allows the LP hose to be connected on either the 
right or left side for maximum rigging flexibility.

INTERNAL WINGLETS
Direct airflow towards the exhaust valve, creating a dramatic improve-
ment in exhalation effort.

SUPER EFFICIENT PURGE
Based on a new concept that gives the D420 its unique face, it is easy to 
reach and depress, with or without gloves.

DIVE/PRE-DIVE SYSTEM
Includes a switch on the top of the case with a thumb tab for adjusting 
the direction of airflow right out of the valve.

AND REGULATOR SYSTEMS

MK 19 E V O/ D 4 20
AIR-BALANCED DIAPHRAGM
Delivers effortless airflow unaffected by depth, tank pressure, or  
breathing rate.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED SYSTEM
Prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism. 

NEW DRY CHAMBER
Equipped with a double spring, makes it more compact.

 LP PORT SWIVEL TURRET
Four High-Flow LP ports plus one axial Super High-Flow LP port  
maximize hose routing options.
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S600
SCUBAPRO’s best-selling air-balanced second stage, the S600 is 
renowned for its powerful performance, user-friendliness and ease of 
breathing. It offers responsive user controls and an efficient purge. 

S-SERIES
S-Series air-balanced second stages are synonymous with SCUBAPRO quality, unbeatable engineering and   
unmatched breathing performance. With four models to choose from, dive an S-Series regulator and you will  
definitely feel the difference.

S620 T I
The S620 Ti embraces the best features of SCUBAPRO’s renowned 
S600 in an upgraded, state-of-the-art design. It delivers excellent 
performance, providing effortless airflow in a comfortable, lightweight 
package.

UNBEATABLE ENGINEERING
A smaller, lighter version of SCUBAPRO's best selling second stage with 
improved work of breathing (37% lower effort than the S600).

UNRIVALED INNOVATION
Corrosion-free titanium inlet tube protects against the harsh effects of 
sea water.

MK 25 E V O T/ S620 X-T I
SCUBAPRO’s top regulator technology is on display in this ultra-light,  
totally corrosion-resistant regulator system. It includes all of the 
features of the S620 Ti, plus teams its titanium inlet tube with a durable 
titanium faceplate. Add a MK25T EVO first stage, machined from a solid 
block of corrosion-free titanium, and you have a high-performance regu-
lator system promising years of trouble-free use.

S560
The full-featured S560 second stage, built with a rugged technopolymer 
case, is lightweight, offers full user controls and is easy to use. Deliver-
ing dependable airflow, this regulator is just the ticket for recreational 
divers.
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G260
Offering effortless air delivery and outstanding reliability, this is the 
go-to air delivery system for cold-water or technical diving. Teamed with 
the powerful MK25 EVO or MK17 EVO, this system can be relied upon to 
deliver top-of-the-line performance in the most extreme conditions.

METAL COMPONENTS 
Inlet tube, orifice, inhalation control knob and hose connector equal 
excellent cold-water performance.

HIGH FLOW EXHAUST
Valve reduces exhalation effort for better overall breathing comfort. 

VERSATILE DESIGN
Full user controls plus a left-right hose attachment option makes it a 
great choice for tech diving configurations.

G-SERIES
G-Series second stages are the most imitated air-balanced second stages of all time. Introduced in 1986 as the G250, 
it was the first regulator to offer an adjustable Venturi Initiated Vacuum Assist (VIVA). Today’s modern version, the 
G260, is a great choice for both rec and tech diving.

MK 19 E V O B T/ G260 
C A RBON B T
The MK19 EVO BT/G260 Carbon BT is a rugged, reliable, and sharp-look-
ing regulator system that delivers solid breathing performance in all 
diving conditions and water temperatures. While retaining its large 
diaphragm and popular tech diving features, the new G260 Carbon BT 
ratchets up its ruggedness and durability with a lightweight carbon fiber 
front cover and a scratch-resistant Black Tech Coating. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED SYSTEM
Prevents water and pollutants from fouling the inner mechanism.

HIGH-TECH MATERIALS
Carbon fiber can resist substantial shocks without damage while reduc-
ing the overall weight of the casing.

PROTECTIVE COATING
Black Tech scratch-resistant coating on metal parts protects against 
the ravages of salt water and corrosion. This durable coating includes an 
inner layer of chemical Nickel (FDA approved) and a glossy DLC (Diamond 
Like Carbon) outer layer.
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C-SERIES
Breathe smoothly and silently, at all depths, and all tank pressures, with the air-balanced C370. Its compact size  
and light weight make it the ideal choice for dive travelers, female divers and smaller-sized divers. Teamed with the 
compact, balanced diaphragm MK11 first stage, the C370 is your new favorite travel regulator. Pack it in your dive bag 
and get ready for some blue-water adventures – anywhere, anytime.

C 370
The C370 is the perfect travel companion – compact and lightweight, 
plus it’s an easy breather delivering lots of dependable airflow. Fully 
adjustable, the C370 includes an inhalation effort control knob along with 
a small coaxial dive/pre-dive lever. Offering great performance at a mid- 
tier price, with the C370 in your dive bag you’ll be ready to hit the water. 

AIR-BALANCED
Effortless airflow at all depths and supply pressures with rock-solid 
reliability.

TRAVEL FRIENDLY
Lightweight, compact, easy to handle.

BUILT TO LAST
Rugged fiberglass-reinforced nylon casing can take abuse.

FULL USER CONTROLS
Allow you to regulate inhalation effort plus prevent freeflows, both at 
depth and on the surface.



R-SERIES
Built with classic downstream technology, R-Series 2nd stages are rugged, reliable and economical. They are versatile 
too. With their left or right hose routing capability, they are perfect choices for use on stage or pony bottles, or as octo-
pus regulators. And when teamed with the time-honored MK2 EVO you get a regulator system with proven performance.

R 195/ R 195 OC T OP US/ R095 
OC T OP US
The R195 is a design based on the heritage of the classic R190 second 
stage, reengineered with modern features and materials. Its simple and 
robust construction offers the utmost in reliability and makes the R195 
the ideal second stage for new divers.

REVERSIBLE HOSE ATTACHMENT
A perfect choice for stage tanks and octopus regulators.

BUILT TO LAST
Rugged fiberglass-reinforced nylon casing can take abuse.

LARGE PURGE BUTTON
Easy to activate, even wearing thick gloves.

R195 OCTOPUS

R195

R095 OCTOPUS

Raja Ampat, Indonesia



// REGUL ATOR  
COMBOS

A-SERIES D-SERIES S-SERIES G-SERIES C-SERIES R-SERIES

FIRST STAGE
MK25 EVO BT/ 

A700 CARBON BT
MK25 EVO/ 

A700
MK25 EVO / 

D420
MK19 EVO / 

D420
MK25 EVO T/ 

S620 X-TI 
MK25 EVO/ 

S620 TI
MK25 EVO/ 

S600
MK21/ 
S560

MK17/ 
S600

MK25 EVO BT/ 
G260 BT

MK25 EVO/ 
G260

M K 1 9 E V O B T/ 
G 2 6 0 C A R B O N B T

MK11/ 
C370

MK2 EVO/ 
R195

Air-Balanced Piston: Ultra-fast 
breathing response  regardless 
of pressure or depth.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Balanced Diaphragm:
Keeps water out while 
delivering  air promptly at all 
tank pressures.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Classic Downstream Piston:
Reliable performance with 
minimal maintenance.

∫

XTIS ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Full Titanium Body ∫

Dry Chamber ∫ ∫ ∫

Low-Pressure Ports (HFP*) 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 4 HFP and  
Optional 5 HFP 4 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 4 HFP 4

High-Pressure Ports 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

Swivel Ports ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Externally Adjustable Interme-
diate Pressure ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Optional 5th HFP Cap ∫ ∫

Weight (INT/DIN, in ounces) 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 31.7/23.9 16.8/NA 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 27.5/20.1 25.0/17.3 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 31.7/23.9 25.0/17.3 23.6/15.9

SECOND STAGE

Air-Balanced Valve: Ultra-high 
airflow that remains  stable 
under all conditions.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Classic Downstream:  Simple 
operation with rugged, reliable 
performance.

∫

Titanium Valve Housing ∫ ∫

Titanium Faceplate ∫

Metal Valve Housing ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Metal Components ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Adjustable Inhalation Effort ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Coaxial Adjustable VIVA ∫ ∫ ∫

Adjustable VIVA ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Dive/Pre-Dive System ∫ ∫

Large Diaphragm ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Flow-Engineered  
High-Performance Exhaust Tee ∫ ∫ ∫

Super Comfort  
High-Flow Mouthpiece ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Compact High-Flow 
Mouthpiece ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Reversible Hose Attachment ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Weight (Without mouthpiece or 
hose, in ounces) 8.0 9.2 7.6 7.6 5.9 6.3 7.1 5.6 7.1 9.5 9.5 9.5 6.0 6.3

Optional Color-Match 
Diaphragm Covers ∫ ∫

Optional Color-Match 
Mouthpiece & Hose Protector

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
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*HFP = High-Flow Port providing 15% higher airflow than standard low-pressure ports.

A-SERIES D-SERIES S-SERIES G-SERIES C-SERIES R-SERIES

FIRST STAGE
MK25 EVO BT/ 

A700 CARBON BT
MK25 EVO/ 

A700
MK25 EVO / 

D420
MK19 EVO / 

D420
MK25 EVO T/ 

S620 X-TI 
MK25 EVO/ 

S620 TI
MK25 EVO/ 

S600
MK21/ 
S560

MK17/ 
S600

MK25 EVO BT/ 
G260 BT

MK25 EVO/ 
G260

M K 1 9 E V O B T/ 
G 2 6 0 C A R B O N B T

MK11/ 
C370

MK2 EVO/ 
R195

Air-Balanced Piston: Ultra-fast 
breathing response  regardless 
of pressure or depth.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Balanced Diaphragm:
Keeps water out while 
delivering  air promptly at all 
tank pressures.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Classic Downstream Piston:
Reliable performance with 
minimal maintenance.

∫

XTIS ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Full Titanium Body ∫

Dry Chamber ∫ ∫ ∫

Low-Pressure Ports (HFP*) 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 4 HFP and  
Optional 5 HFP 4 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 5 HFP 4 HFP 4

High-Pressure Ports 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

Swivel Ports ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Externally Adjustable Interme-
diate Pressure ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Optional 5th HFP Cap ∫ ∫

Weight (INT/DIN, in ounces) 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 31.7/23.9 16.8/NA 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 27.5/20.1 25.0/17.3 27.9/20.1 27.9/20.1 31.7/23.9 25.0/17.3 23.6/15.9

SECOND STAGE

Air-Balanced Valve: Ultra-high 
airflow that remains  stable 
under all conditions.

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Classic Downstream:  Simple 
operation with rugged, reliable 
performance.

∫

Titanium Valve Housing ∫ ∫

Titanium Faceplate ∫

Metal Valve Housing ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Metal Components ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Adjustable Inhalation Effort ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Coaxial Adjustable VIVA ∫ ∫ ∫

Adjustable VIVA ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Dive/Pre-Dive System ∫ ∫

Large Diaphragm ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Flow-Engineered  
High-Performance Exhaust Tee ∫ ∫ ∫

Super Comfort  
High-Flow Mouthpiece ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Compact High-Flow 
Mouthpiece ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Reversible Hose Attachment ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Weight (Without mouthpiece or 
hose, in ounces) 8.0 9.2 7.6 7.6 5.9 6.3 7.1 5.6 7.1 9.5 9.5 9.5 6.0 6.3

Optional Color-Match 
Diaphragm Covers ∫ ∫

Optional Color-Match 
Mouthpiece & Hose Protector

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
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AWESOME TECHNOLOGY. 
INCREDIBLY INTUITIVE.
The personal dive computer’s ability to monitor depth 
and bottom time, track nitrogen loading and calculate 
decompression helps make diving safer, easier, and a 
lot more fun. But not all dive computers are created 
equally. That’s why divers choose SCUBAPRO.

UNIQUE, ADVANCED, AMAZING.
SCUBAPRO’s dive computers have set the standard for perfor-
mance and inventiveness. SCUBAPRO’s Swiss-based designers 
and engineers know what divers want in their computers, and they 
deliver, from the revolutionary Aladin Pro to the game-chang-
ing Galileo to the next-generation G2 and now  to the innova-
tion-award-winning Galileo HUD. When it comes  to advanced 
technology, SCUBAPRO computers are designed  
to amaze. 

DIVE COMPUTERS
A SCUBAPRO COMPUTER TO MEET EVERY 
DIVE CHALLENGE.  
SCUBAPRO’s expansive 2021 dive computer line includes console 
computers, wrist-mount computers, compact, wristwatch-style 
computers that do double-duty as stylish topside timepieces, along 
with a revolutionary mask-mounted, hands-free dive computer. 
All models are upgradeable, so you can keep up with the latest in 
software and technological advancements. Whether you’re looking 
for a fully-loaded multi-gas, air-integrated computing powerhouse 
or an inexpensive backup, there’s a SCUBAPRO dive computer ready 
to go diving with you. 

YOUR BODY SPEAKS. SCUBAPRO LISTENS. 
Human Factor Diving™ is SCUBAPRO’s revolutionary approach to 
product development that combines Human Factors Engineering, 
biometrics and wearable technology to create cutting-edge devices 
that help make diving safer and more fun. Human Factor Diving™ 
keeps you at the center of the experience – before, during, and 
after your dive. SCUBAPRO computers are designed to be incredibly 
intuitive, easy to use, and most importantly, they are able to provide 
detailed, on-the-spot personal data. 



FULL COLOR DISPLAY
TFT (Thin-Film Transistor) dot matrix LCD screen (320x240p) produces 
vibrant colors for maximum readability.

USER FRIENDLY
Ultra-intuitive with a simple 3-button control system and loads of  
diver-friendly functions.

MENU LISTINGS
Customizable, so you can use as much or as little G2 technology as  
you need.

DISPLAY CONFIGURATIONS
Four styles – Light, Classic, Full and Graphical – you choose. 

AIR INTEGRATION
Monitors tank pressure, provides true remaining bottom time (RBT),  
and allows air consumption to be factored into the decompression 
calculation.

EASY NAVIGATION
Excellent full-tilt digital compass includes compass rose and bearing 
memory.

LIGHT

CL ASSIC

FULL

GR APHICAL

GALILEO
From beginner to tech diver, from Scuba to Freediving, CCR to Sidemount, G2 computers are designed to go anywhere 
your passion for diving takes you.

Oahu, Hawaii



YOUR DIVE DATA HAS NEVER 
LOOKED SO GOOD. 
The Galileo HUD is a revolutionary mask-mounted, hands-
free dive computer that displays easily viewable, critical 
dive information right in front of you. Never again do you 
have to take your eyes off your surroundings to view your 
dive data.

EASY TO READ “FLOATING” DISPLAY
Micro OLED screen mounts on a diving mask in close proximity to 
the human eye. Using precision near-eye optics, this “floating” 
display creates a screen image that allows you to keep your eyes on 
both your dive data and the underwater scenery at the same time.

HANDS-FREE DATA MONITORING
Constant, easy-to-view dive data right in front of you for more dive 
freedom.

SINGLE-KNOB USER CONTROL
When it’s time to change screens or make adjustments, an intuitive 
push-wheel allows you to access functions with one hand. 

FLIP-UP HINGE
Convenient Flip-Up feature enables you to tilt the display up and out 
of the way. When it’s time to resume data monitoring, simply tilt the 
display back down into position and you’re ready to track your dive.

A CHOICE OF ALGORITHMS
Predictive Multi-Gas Bühlmann ZH-L16 ADT MB PMG, or ZH-L16 GF 
(Gradient Factor) for technical diving.

SELECTABLE DIVE MODES 
Scuba, Gauge, Freediving, Trimix, Nitrox & CCR.

UP TO 8 SELECTABLE GASES
In Scuba mode and 2 set points for CCR diving.

WIRELESS AIR INTEGRATION
Compatible with the SCUBAPRO smart transmitter for tank  
pressure monitoring.

G A L IL E O HUD H A NDS -F REE DI V E C OMP U T ER

LITE DIVE DISPLAYSTANDARD DIVE DISPLAY

GAS SUMMARYNAVIGATION

Grand Bahamas - UNEXSO Bahamas
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5:32.18
pm
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00:46
Salt
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00:44

1145189L5

87

DESAT

N2

HEART+

MB LVL

WATER

MOD FT
TANK PSI O2

INTERVAL
2h

NO FLY82°F
31

DIVE MODE

COMPASS

G2 W RIS T-MOUN T
Curved ergonomic low-profile shape sits comfortably on the arm. It can 
also be used on a retractor.

WIRELESS AIR INTEGRATION
Eliminates a hose, plus provides support for up to nine transmitters 
when all features are activated.

LED & SMART+ TRANSMITTER
The latest LED version lets you know if your tank has gas without needing 
to activate the computer.

MULTIPLE DIVE MODES
Scuba, Freediving, Gauge, CCR, Trimix and Sidemount for total in-water 
versatility.

G2 C ONSOL E
PORTRAIT-SHAPED DISPLAY
Screen is familiar and very easy to read at depth.

QUICK-DISCONNECT
Air-integration system enables you to separate computer from HP hose 
for easy post-dive data downloading, traveling, and safe storage.

ULTRA-DURABLE BOOT
Protects the casing against bumps and includes hose  protection to 
safeguard the quick-disconnect fitting.

DIVE MODES
Scuba, Gauge and Trimix.

TR ANSMIT TER
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LIVE YOUR LIFE IN DIVE MODE.
SCUBAPRO’s A1 and A2 are wrist-style dive computers  
like no others. Offering just the right balance of topside 
features, underwater functions and ease of use, they will  
quickly become an integral part of not just your diving life,  
but your everyday life as well.

SHARP HYBRID MATRIX DISPLAY
With large numbers that are easy to read underwater, even in adverse 
conditions.

INTUITIVE MENU
And 4 button control make it easy to navigate through the system.

LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
Is so comfortable on the wrist you won’t want to take it off.

MICROBUBBLE LEVELS
Let you adjust the level of conservatism in the algorithm to match your 
experience level, age and physical conditioning.

BLUETOOTH LE INTERFACE
Lets you download dives to any iOS or Android device or PC/Mac. Firm-
ware can be user-updated by going to scubapro.com.

MODERN DESIGN
Both functional and stylish for topside time-keeping as well as underwa-
ter data tracking.

ALADIN COMPUTERS

A1
The A1 is a single-gas nitrox dive computer designed for new divers and 
casual recreational divers looking for a simple wrist-style computer that 
can be worn on the surface as well as underwater.

ZH-L16 ALGORITHM
Accommodates single-gas Nitrox capability from 21% to 100% 02.

3 DIVE MODES
Scuba, Gauge, and Freediving.

SPORT MODE
Provides sport-related functions like a swim stroke counter and  
stopwatch.

BACKLIT

Oahu, Hawaii
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A 2
Designed for Advanced Divers who appreciate the compactness and 
convenience of a wrist-style dive computer, but demand the kind of 
features that enable them to excel in their sport. 

AIR-INTEGRATED
Wireless air-integration can handle multiple transmitters and provides 
true remaining bottom time (RBT) based on your workload from breathing.

DIGITAL TILT-COMPENSATED 3D COMPASS
Allows for easy surface and underwater navigation.

PMG ZH-L16 ADT MB ALGORITHM
Accommodates 8 gases (21-100% O2) plus 2 in CCR mode.

MULTIPLE DIVE MODES
Scuba, Gauge, Freediving, Trimix, Sidemount and CCR.

ADVANCED SPORT MODE
Offers sport-related functions like a swim stroke counter, activity counter 
(pedometer) and stopwatch.

HEART RATE MONITOR
Records heartbeat and skin temperature that can be factored into the 
decompression calculation along with workload (with SCUBAPRO HRM 
Belt only; sold separately).

AFFORDABLE COMPUTERS 
LOADED WITH FEATURES.
Aladin Matrix computers deliver impressive computing 
power, eye-pleasing screens and intuitive navigation 
systems. Available in three models, while they share many 
functions, each comes with unique features that enable 
you to match the right model to your individual diving style.

ALADIN MATRIX

ALADIN SPORT (MATRIX)

ALADIN ONE (MATRIX)

ALADIN H (MATRIX)

AL ADIN ONE

AL ADIN SPORT

AL ADIN H

A L A DIN A RM S T R A P S
COLORED STRAPS

ALADIN NYLON STRAP

PVD METAL STRAP
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INSTRUMENTS & CONSOLES

DEP TH GAUGE

DIGITAL 330M

Electronic data delivery system provides actual and maximum depth, 
ascent speed, dive time and temperature. Rated to 330m/1000ft.

Oil-filled Bourdon tube design in an impact-resistant nylon case.

Sturdy, ergonomic and compact consoles for depth and pressure or 
pressure and compass.

DIGITAL 330M 

DEPTH GAUGE, WRIST MOUNT 

COMPACT PLASTIC PG, COMPACT DG (A)

COMPACT METAL PG, COMPACT DG (B)

2-G A UGE C OMPA C T C ONSOL E S

A B C

Pressure and depth gauges with 35-degree-tilt FS-2 or FS-1.5 compass.

PLASTIC GAUGES/FS-1.5 COMPASS (A) 

METAL GAUGES/FS-2 COMPASS (B)

3 -G A UGE IN-L INE C ONSOL E S

A B

CONSOLE MAKO (C)

DEP T H G A UGE S
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Compact instruments reading 0-400 bar. 

FS-1.5 calibrated to the Northern hemisphere, or the FS-2 for both 
hemispheres.

FS-2

FS-1.5

F-1.5 W/RETRACTOR

METAL WITH BRASS CASE (A)

COMPACT ALL-METAL CASE (B)

COMPACT PLASTIC CASE (C)

PRE S SURE G A UGE S

C OMPA S SE S

RE TR ACTOR MOUNT

FS-2

FS-1.5

A B C

PG CAPSULE BAR - DIAM 52MM  (BLACK) (A)

PG CAPSULE BAR - DIAM 63MM (BLACK) (B)

PG CAPSULE BAR - DIAM 52MM (WHITE) (C)

T E CH G A UGE S

A B C

PG CAPSULE BAR - DIAM 63MM (WHITE) (D)

D
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// GALILEO SERIES ALADIN SERIES

 GALILEO HUD G2 G2 CONSOLE A1 A2 ALADIN H  (MATRIX ) ALADIN SPORT  (MATRIX ) ALADIN ONE  (MATRIX )

Mask-Mounted ∫

“Floating” Screen Display ∫

Hands Free Data Monitoring ∫

Flip-Up Hinge ∫

Built-In GPS for Surface  Navigation ∫

Micro OLED Dot Matrix LCD Screen ∫

Full Color Display ∫ ∫ ∫

TFT Dot Matrix LCD Screen ∫ ∫

Multiple Display Configurations ∫ ∫ ∫

Customizable Menu Listings ∫ ∫ ∫

Segmented LCD-Matrix Display ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Choice of 2 Algorithms ∫

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Profile Dependent Intermediate
Stops (PDIS) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Nitrox (21%-100%) 8 Gases + 2 Set
Points for CCR

8 Gases + 2 Set Points 
for CCR 8 Gas 1 Gas 8 Gases + 2 Set

Points for CCR 3 Gas 3 Gas 1 Gas
(21%-50%)

Swim Mode ∫ ∫ ∫

Freediving Mode ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Gauge Mode ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

CCR Mode ∫ ∫ ∫

Continuous Updated  Average Depth ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Logbook ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Altimeter ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Active Back Light ∫

Max Depth 394ft ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Rechargeable Battery System ∫ ∫ ∫

Battery Replacement Dealer Dealer Dealer Dealer Dealer User User User

Estimated Battery Life Up to 20 Hrs per
Charge

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

Full Watch Functions ∫ ∫

Hose Gas Integration ∫ ∫

Hoseless Gas Integration ∫ ∫ ∫

Integrated Heart Rate Monitor ∫ ∫ ∫

SCUBAPRO HR/Skin Temp Belt Optional Optional Optional

Full Tilt Digital Compass ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Personalization Options ∫ ∫ ∫

Trimix Capable ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Software, Compatibility
(Access on SCUBAPRO.com)

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

Connectivity USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

 

COMPUTERS
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GALILEO SERIES ALADIN SERIES

 GALILEO HUD G2 G2 CONSOLE A1 A2 ALADIN H  (MATRIX ) ALADIN SPORT  (MATRIX ) ALADIN ONE  (MATRIX )

Mask-Mounted ∫

“Floating” Screen Display ∫

Hands Free Data Monitoring ∫

Flip-Up Hinge ∫

Built-In GPS for Surface  Navigation ∫

Micro OLED Dot Matrix LCD Screen ∫

Full Color Display ∫ ∫ ∫

TFT Dot Matrix LCD Screen ∫ ∫

Multiple Display Configurations ∫ ∫ ∫

Customizable Menu Listings ∫ ∫ ∫

Segmented LCD-Matrix Display ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Choice of 2 Algorithms ∫

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Profile Dependent Intermediate
Stops (PDIS) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Nitrox (21%-100%) 8 Gases + 2 Set
Points for CCR

8 Gases + 2 Set Points 
for CCR 8 Gas 1 Gas 8 Gases + 2 Set

Points for CCR 3 Gas 3 Gas 1 Gas
(21%-50%)

Swim Mode ∫ ∫ ∫

Freediving Mode ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Gauge Mode ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

CCR Mode ∫ ∫ ∫

Continuous Updated  Average Depth ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Logbook ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Altimeter ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Active Back Light ∫

Max Depth 394ft ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Rechargeable Battery System ∫ ∫ ∫

Battery Replacement Dealer Dealer Dealer Dealer Dealer User User User

Estimated Battery Life Up to 20 Hrs per
Charge

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

Up to 50 Hrs per
Charge

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

2 years or
300 dives

Full Watch Functions ∫ ∫

Hose Gas Integration ∫ ∫

Hoseless Gas Integration ∫ ∫ ∫

Integrated Heart Rate Monitor ∫ ∫ ∫

SCUBAPRO HR/Skin Temp Belt Optional Optional Optional

Full Tilt Digital Compass ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Personalization Options ∫ ∫ ∫

Trimix Capable ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Software, Compatibility
(Access on SCUBAPRO.com)

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

LogTRAK, PC/Mac, 
Android/iOS 

Connectivity USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

USB/Low Energy
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

Low Energy 
Bluetooth

 

FOR SCUBAPRO DIVE COMPUTERS

Microbubble levels: A range of 
microbubble levels allows your 
body to either take up less nitrogen 
or off-gas more before  returning 
to the surface. Both work toward 
reducing the amount  of microbub-
bles present in the body at the end 
of the dive.

Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG): 
Lets you enjoy the full benefits of 
carrying high-oxygen-concen-
tration mixes in addition to your 
main breathing gas. The computer 
calculates the decompression 
schedule for all possible gas com-
binations and adapts the  calcula-
tion accordingly. 

Continuous average depth 
reading: Available in gauge mode 
and can be reset by the user 
anytime.

Profile-Dependent Interme-
diate Stops (PDIS): Calculates 
an intermediate decompression 
stop based on how much nitrogen 
uptake your body has endured, 
taking into account your current 
dive, previous dives, and breathing 
mixes.

Enriched air (Nitrox): 21%-100%. 
The ppO2 is adjustable between 1 
and 1.6 bar.

Gauge mode: Turns off all 
warnings and alarms (except low- 
battery alerts) and monitors depth, 
time, and temperature  without 
decompression calculations.

Logbook: Records depth, tem-
perature, and heart rate profiles 
with a 4-second sampling rate, 
which can be downloaded to a 
phone, handheld device or PC/Mac.

Freediving mode: A collection of 
features developed for freedivers, 
including a faster sampling rate, 
manual start, specialized alarms 
and warnings, adjustable water 
density, and specific logbook. (Not 
available on the G2 Console or 
Aladin H.) 

Altimeter: Measures altitude and 
alerts you when approaching an al-
titude incompatible with saturation 
status after a recent dive.

Bookmark: Allows you to highlight 
specific moments with a simple 
button press.

Active back light: With push-on 
and push-off function.

Replaceable battery: By user or 
dealer.

CORE FEATURES
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TAKE CONTROL.
The buoyancy compensator device (BCD) is the back-
bone of a scuba rig. A well-designed BCD holds the tank 
firmly in place, routes HP and LP hoses, and provides 
clipping-off points for accessories. It offers a high-se-
curity integrated weight ditch system and roomy cargo 
pockets. It also arms you with an efficient system of 
inflate and exhaust valves for maintaining neutral 
buoyancy and controlling ascents and descents. And 
it does all this while maintaining a streamlined profile 
and stability at depth. 

DIVE-TESTED.
SCUBAPRO BCDs go far above and beyond in compliance standards, 
and they are built to last. SCUBAPRO’s commitment to quality 
shows in every detail and material. Engineers subject BCDs to labo-
ratory tests as well as actual dive testing in harsh conditions, help-
ing ensure maximum ruggedness. This test diving occurs in varied 
environments, in scenarios from tropical to ice diving. Rest assured 
that a SCUBAPRO BCD will deliver outstanding performance on the 
day you buy it, and continue to do so deep into your diving future. 

BACK FLOTATION FRONT 
ADJUSTABLE

STABILIZING

HYDROS PRO HYDROS X Classic Adventure 2

SEAHAWK 2 X-BLACK Classic Zero G

Glide Classic Abby CB

Level

Go

T-One

BCDS
DIVER-TRUSTED. 
SCUBAPRO BCDs not only surpass all industry testing and certifi-
cations; they are also consistently top-rated for comfort, fit and 
stability at depth while providing superior buoyancy and ascent 
control. Divers know their SCUBAPRO BCDs can be counted on to 
provide years of trouble-free service. 

Miami, Fl



HYDROS FAMILY
COMFORTABLE, CUSTOMIZABLE.
A true breakthrough in design, dive comfort and convenience,  
the HYDROS PRO and HYDROS X are the most feature-rich,  
customizable and comfortable BCDs ever created. 

PERFECT FIT
When you are wearing the HYDROS PRO or HYDROS X you won’t even know it’s 
there. Each model molds to your specific body shape, and is designed with body grip 
gel, providing extreme comfort and stability.

ULTRA-DURABLE 
Monprene® construction means durability. The HYDROS PRO and HYDROS X stand 
up to UV, chemicals, and abrasion without showing typical signs of wear. 

CUSTOMIZE AND ACCESSORIZE
Easily add, remove, or replace weight systems, bungees, D-rings, accessories and 
pockets to make the HYDROS PRO and HYDROS X truly your own. With a wide range 
of mountable accessories and kits, your options are endless. 

SPECIALIZED SIZES FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Offered in 4 sizes for men (S, M, L, XL-2XL) and 3 sizes for women (XS-S, M, L). 
Buoyant lift ranges from 13kg to 20kg for men, and 13kg to 17kg for women,  
depending on size and model.



CH A NGE Y OUR H Y DROS W I T H 
C OL OR K I T S .
CUSTOMIZE YOUR BCD
Color Kits are sold separately in the following col-
ors: Blue, Orange,  
Yellow, Pink, Purple, Turquoise and Army 
Green.

H Y DROS X
ULTIMATE FIT & COMFORT 
Monprene® shoulders and back-pad conform to your specific body 
shape, and rotating quick-release shoulder buckles allow you to route 
your shoulder straps to optimize fit. 

ULTRA DURABLE
Monprene® shoulders and back-pad are extremely resistant to UV, 
chemicals and abrasion, and the new EndurTex high-tenacity 420 nylon 
fabric bladder can handle years of dive use.

PLENTY OF STORAGE
Two big zippered cargo pockets are easily accessible, even when the 
weight pouches are fully loaded. Two stainless steel D-rings provide 
additional clip-on points for carrying extra gear.

INTEGRATED WEIGHT SYSTEM
Flat-buckle quick-release weight pouches ditch quickly and easily.

EASY TO ACCESSORIZE 
The HYDROS X features a Multi-Mount Accessory Matrix with multiple 
D-Rings and mounting points that easily attach various dive accessories.   

OR ANGE

ARMY GREEN

YELLOW

PINKPURPLEWHITE

TURQUOISE BLUE
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H Y DROS PRO
2-IN-1 BCD 
The HYDROS PRO includes both Trav-Tek straps and a fully integrated 
weight system. So with a quick switch of clips, you can transform it from 
an integrated-weight BCD to a lightweight harness travel BCD. Now you 
only need one BCD for both local diving and travel. 

MODULAR DESIGN
Virtually every component, including buckles, can be added, removed or 
replaced by an authorized dealer without stitching.

BODY-MOLDING
Back plate and harness system deliver maximum comfort and stability 
at depth.

MULTI-MOUNT ACCESSORY MATRIX
Multiple D-Rings and mounting points for a knife + light + SMB + hoses + 
crotch strap and much more.

TRAVEL FRIENDLY
The HYDROS PRO goes everywhere with you. Lightweight and compact, 
with a unique smart-pack design, the HYDROS PRO also comes with a 
customized backpack designed to fit your entire dive kit. 

ACCESSORIES (SOLD SEPARATELY )

Δ   Bungee Loops for mounting SMBs, dive 
lights, octo hoses, etc.

Δ   Mini D-Ring Set for attaching clips, retractors, etc.

Δ  Knife & Accessory Plate for mounting standard BCD knives.

Δ   Add-on roll-up Ninja pocket & thigh cargo pocket.

Δ   Counter weight pockets.

MEN WOMEN

SE A H AW K 2
The Seahawk 2 embodies the latest and greatest evolution of the popular 
Seahawk back-inflation BCD. This version features new design elements, 
cosmetics, and finishing details that are sure to please. 

REDESIGNED SHOULDER ERGONOMICS
With rotating buckles improves fit, helps distribute the load and enhances 
stability.

REINFORCED SOFT BACKPACK
With inner padding adds to comfort, reduces overall weight, and makes it 
easy to fold and pack.

WEIGHT INTEGRATION
Quick-release pouches secure with low-profile buckles, backed by two 
rear trim pouches to create a comfortable swimming position.

SUPER CINCH STAINLESS STEEL TANK BAND
Positioned lower on the backpack and teamed with 
a second Velcro strap to optimize tank security.
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FRONT ADJUSTABLE

GL IDE
Don a Glide and prepare yourself for an enjoyable dive. For divers who like 
the comfort and security that comes with a front adjustable BCD design, 
these popular BCDs are an ideal choice.

WRAPAROUND AIR BLADDER
Places lift primarily under the arms and around the waist for perfect 
balance at depth and a relaxing floating position on the surface.

Y-FIT SHOULDER DESIGN
Adapts to your body like it was custom-made for you. The system holds 
the BCD snug on the body, allowing for excellent control and range of 
motion for the arms.

SECURE WEIGHT SYSTEM
Integrated quick-release weight system is first-rate in both compact-
ness and security.

X-BL A CK
Built rugged, supremely stable, and delivering huge lift capacity, the 
X-Black can handle even the most aggressive diving. It’s also one of the 
most comfortable BCDs you’ll ever climb into. If you’re looking for a front 
adjustable BCD that can take anything you throw at it, and do it with 
comfort and style, you’re going to love the X-Black.

STURDY, RELIABLE AND LONG-LASTING CONSTRUCTION
Made with a combination of durable 1000 denier and 420 denier nylon for 
long-term wear.

EXCLUSIVE AIRFLEX SYSTEM
Special bladder provides easy buoyancy control, loads of buoyant lift and 
an extremely stable ride.

AIRNET COMFORT
Lightweight water-draining backpack padding enhances comfort.

CARGO CARRYING CAPACITY
Two large zippered pockets plus a zippered cummerbund pouch and eight 
aluminum D-rings provide lots of stowage and clip-on opportunities.
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L E V EL
The Level brings together all the performance and comfort features you 
need for any recreational diving scenario. It is lightweight, extremely 
rugged, and really delivers when it comes to comfort, making it an excel-
lent choice for recreational divers everywhere.

COMFORT & CONFIDENCE
Wraparound bladder hugs your body without squeeze.

MAXIMUM STABILITY
Super Cinch tank buckle system locks the tank in solid and stable.

INTEGRATED WEIGHT SYSTEM
Quick-release pouches each hold up to 5kg of ballast and ditch easily.

GENEROUS GEAR STORAGE
Two  pockets with Velcro closures provide lots of cargo-carrying capacity.

GO
Lightweight, easy to pack and extremely comfortable, the Go is a true 
travel BCD while offering all the performance and convenience features 
you’d expect from a full-featured front-adjustable BCD.

AIRNET PADDED BACKPACK
Is water-draining, easy to fold and enhances comfort during long dives.

INTEGRATED WEIGHT SYSTEM
Quick-release weight pouches ditch easily and secure with low-profile 
squeeze buckles.

LOW PROFILE ZIPPERED POCKETS
Fitted with stainless steel knife attachment grommets provide lots of 
storage for extra gear.

TRAVEL FRIENDLY
BCD folds easy and stows in its own travel bag.

T-ONE
Perfect jecket for beginners and training facilities. T-One is a rugged, 
heavy duty BCD made with reliable material designed for UV resistance 
and protection against extreme sun and water exposure.

ROBUST HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION
Made with durable resistant nylon material combine with cabon  
reinforced shoulders and front pocket flap areas.
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A IR 2 5 T H GEN B A CK UP 
INF L AT OR RE GUL AT OR
As a backup regulator the 5th generation AIR2 breathes like a dream. For 
pinpoint buoyancy control, the AIR2 fits comfortably in the hand and the 
large inflate and deflate buttons are easy to distinguish. For reliable  
performance without dangling hoses, the AIR2 is a standout. It is 
CE-certified for waters 10ºC or warmer.

CERTIFIED AS A REGULATOR

CL A S SIC A D V EN T URE 2
The Classic combines the best features, past and present. This version 
incorporates hand-glue technology with the unbeatable rugged perfor-
mance the Classic is known for.  With BPI, optional Air 2 version available 
on request. 

ULTRA DURABLE
Contructed of puncture-resistant nylon and double neoprene coated 
fabric for strength.

HIGH LIFT CAPACITY
Provides from 12.2kg to 30.6kg of buoyant lift, depending on size.

BLADDER DESIGN
Wrap-around single bladder with unrestricted air flow to maximise buoy-
ant lift and stability.

B A L A NCED P O W ER INF L AT OR
The Balanced Power Inflator (BPI) has a streamlined and ergonomic 
design. The inflation button is easy to locate and requires little effort.  
A soft mouthpiece has been added. The corrugated hose features an 
easy to use SQAP lever and a connection between hose and elbow valve. 

STABILIZING
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Miami, FlCL A S SIC Z ERO G
Classic Zero G is the best BC for storage capacity.  Large Velcro-type 
main pockets and zipper type chest pockets are the best combination in 
BCs of SCUBAPRO.  This Chic design is for both of men and women.  The 
Orange color that Scubapro customers wanted so much has appeared 
finally.  Storage capacity and multi-function are applied to the surface of 
the orange gloss.  Double TPU coating gives excellent water-resistance 
effect, and it is much easier and convenient to drain and dry after diving. 

CL A S SIC A BB Y CB
Classic Abby CB is specially tailor-made for Asian  women.  It is a stable 
BC with enhanced comfort and sense of fitting.  You can choose the color 
of Blue or White.

BLACK

TPU-ORANGE

BLUE

WHITE



// BACK FLOTATION FRONT ADJUSTABLE STABILIZING

HYDROS PRO SEAHAWK 2 HYDROS X X-BLACK GLIDE LEVEL GO T-ONE CLASSIC ADVENTURE 2 C L A S S I C Z E R O G C L A S S I C A B B Y C B

Modular Design ∫ ∫

Y-Fit Shoulders ∫

Super Cinch Tank Band ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Standard Nylon  
Tank Buckle ∫ ∫

Fully Adjustable 
Cummerbund ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Quick-Release Front 
Weight Integration ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Quick-Release Rotating 
Shoulder Buckles ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Dual-Compound  
Back Plate ∫ ∫

Rigid Padded Backpack ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Flexible Soft  
Backpack ∫ Airnet Airnet

Torso Flex Zone ∫

2-Stage Inflation ∫

D-Rings
4 

Stainless 
Steel

8 
Stainless 

Steel

2 
Stainless 

Steel

7 
Aluminum

6 
Stainless 

Steel

4 
Stainless 

Steel

6 
Aluminum

2 
Stainless 

Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

Multi-Mount  
Accessory Matrix ∫ ∫

Pockets Optional 2 Zip 2 Zip 3 Zip 2 Zip 2 Velcro 2 Zip 2 Velcro 2 Velcro 2 Velcro 2 Velcro

Knife Grommets ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Octopus Holder ∫ 2 ∫

Weight Integration  
Back Trim ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ Optional Optional Optional

Smart Pack Design ∫

  

BCD
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BACK FLOTATION FRONT ADJUSTABLE STABILIZING

HYDROS PRO SEAHAWK 2 HYDROS X X-BLACK GLIDE LEVEL GO T-ONE CLASSIC ADVENTURE 2 C L A S S I C Z E R O G C L A S S I C A B B Y C B

Modular Design ∫ ∫

Y-Fit Shoulders ∫

Super Cinch Tank Band ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Standard Nylon  
Tank Buckle ∫ ∫

Fully Adjustable 
Cummerbund ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Quick-Release Front 
Weight Integration ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Quick-Release Rotating 
Shoulder Buckles ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Dual-Compound  
Back Plate ∫ ∫

Rigid Padded Backpack ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Flexible Soft  
Backpack ∫ Airnet Airnet

Torso Flex Zone ∫

2-Stage Inflation ∫

D-Rings
4 

Stainless 
Steel

8 
Stainless 

Steel

2 
Stainless 

Steel

7 
Aluminum

6 
Stainless 

Steel

4 
Stainless 

Steel

6 
Aluminum

2 
Stainless 

Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

6 
Stainless Steel

Multi-Mount  
Accessory Matrix ∫ ∫

Pockets Optional 2 Zip 2 Zip 3 Zip 2 Zip 2 Velcro 2 Zip 2 Velcro 2 Velcro 2 Velcro 2 Velcro

Knife Grommets ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Octopus Holder ∫ 2 ∫

Weight Integration  
Back Trim ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ Optional Optional Optional

Smart Pack Design ∫

  

BCD SIZING CHART

SIZE HEIGHT WEIGHT
CUMMERBUND 

CIRCUMFERENCE
LIFT  
(N)

BCD WEIGHT  
W/BPI (kg)

HYDROS PRO

MEN

S 157-170 54-70 66-99 150 3.9
M 170-183 65-85 71-115 170 3.9
L 179-188 80-110 76-127 170 4.0

XL-XXL 185-199 100-130 81-147 170 4.1
WOMEN

XS/S 150-170 45-65 66-99 150 3.9
M 160-180 55-77 71-115 150 3.9
L 170-185 68-95 76-127 170 4.0

SEAHAWK 2

S 157-170 54-70 76-97 190 3.2
M 170-180 68-77 81-102 190 3.3
L 179-185 77-95 96-116 190 3.3

XL 185-190 88-109 112-132 190 3.4
HYDROS X

MEN

S 157-170 54-70 66-99 150 4.2
M 170-183 65-85 71-115 170 4.4
L 179-188 80-110 76-127 170 4.7

XL-XXL 185-199 100-130 81-147 170 4.7
WOMEN

XS-S 150-170 45-65 66-99 120 4.2
M 160-180 55-77 71-115 160 4.4
L 170-185 68-95 76-127 160 4.4

X-BL ACK

S 157-170 54-70 86-92 170 4.3
M 170-180 68-77 95-105 200 4.4
L 178-185 77-95 106-118 220 4.5

XL 185-190 88-108 113-127 250 4.6
GLIDE

XS 152-165 45-57 71-91 100 3.6
S 157-170 54-70 76-97 130 3.7
M 165-178 68-77 86-109 140 3.8
L 170-183 77-91 97-117 140 3.9

XL 183-191 88-107 107-132 150 4.0
LEVEL

XS 152-165 45-56 79-91 100 2.9
S 157-170 54-70 89-104 120 3.0
M 170-180 68-77 94-109 130 3.0
L 180-185 77-95 97-112 150 3.0

XL 185-190 88-109 102-119 170 3.0
GO

XS 152-165 45-57 71-86 100 2.4
S 157-170 54-70 76-97 120 2.5
M 170-180 68-77 81-102 140 2.5
L 178-185 77-95 86-107 160 2.6

XL 185-191 88-109 91-117 190 2.7
CL ASSIC ADVENTURE 2

XS 145-160 40-50 60-85 120 3.9
S 160-170 45-65 65-95 160 3.9
M 165-180 65-85 75-105 200 4.0
L 170-180 80-100 85-120 260 4.0

XL 180-200 90-120 95-130 300 4.0
CL ASSIC ZERO G

XS 145-160 40-50 60-85 120 3.8
S 160-170 45-65 65-95 160 3.8
M 165-180 65-85 75-105 200 3.9
L 170-180 80-100 85-120 260 3.9

XL 180-200 90-120 95-130 300 4.0
CL ASSIC ABBY CB

XS 145-155 40-50 55-75 120 3.3
S 150-165 45-65 65-85 160 3.5
M 160-175 65-85 70-90 200 3.7
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SCUBAPRO IS THE EXPERT 
IN THERMAL PROTECTION.
SCUBAPRO dive suits set the standard for comfort, 
style and thermal protection. Every feature is expert-
ly designed and engineered to keep you protected 
throughout your entire dive, be it in warm equatorial 
currents or the frigid waters of the Arctic. Whatever 
the ocean demands, SCUBAPRO dive suits deliver.

SCUBAPRO engineers believe that a dive suit line is 
a technical gear category that deserves continuous 
R&D. That’s why SCUBAPRO dive suits undergo a con-
tinual evolution in materials, pattern know-how and 
features.

For example, a number of SCUBAPRO dive suits are 
built using the Pure Design Concept, which involves 
fewer panels and seams, allowing maximum stretch 
and freedom of movement. Various advanced thermal 
linings are also used, including Diamond Span, and 

DIVE SUITS
variations like diagonal back zippers are used to simpli-
fy self-donning and reduce stress on the zipper mech-
anism. Each model is specially designed for optimal 
function, protection and comfort.

SCUBAPRO DIVE SUITS MEET AND EXCEED 
ALL INDUSTRY CERTIFICATIONS.
All SCUBAPRO wetsuits, semi-drys and drysuits 3mm and thicker 
must pass the PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) tests, which 
are required in Europe. Additional testing under these standards 
includes resistance to high and low temperature testing, sea water 
resistance testing, resistance to repeated pressurization in water 
testing, immersed thermal resistance testing, tensile strength of 
thermal insulating material testing, tensile strength of seams test-
ing, tensile strength of closures testing, resistance to permanent 
material deformation testing, and finally, actual dive testing. 

CLASS A  Water temperature between 7°C and 12°C. 

CLASS B   Water temperature between 10°C and 18°C. 

CLASS C   Water temperature between 16°C and 24°C. 

CLASS D  Water temperature > 22°C. 

Miami, Fl



LEGENDARY SECOND-SKIN PROTECTION. 
Because SCUBAPRO uses the very best neoprene on the market and industry-leading design and engineering, our 7mm 
neoprene dive suits are CE certified Class A suits, 5mm suits are CE certified Class B suits, and our premium Everflex 
3/2mm is CE certified a Class C suit. Typically rated one class higher than some other suit brands, a thinner SCUBAPRO 
suit can be used in situations where a thicker suit of another brand would be required for comparable thermal comfort. 

SCUBAPRO DIVE SUITS ARE 
LOADED WITH FEATURES.
PURE DESIGN CONCEPT
This approach uses fewer seams and panels to ensure maximum com-
fort and flexibility.

ANTI-ABRASION MATERIALS
In all high-stress areas for longer suit life.

EXCLUSIVE LININGS
Like Diamond Span allow for quicker draining and drying.

DIAGONAL BACK ZIPPERS
Simplify self-donning and reduce stress on the zippers.

THERMAL SEALS
On wrists and ankles minimize water intrusion.

A SCUBAPRO DIVE SUIT TO MEET 
EVERY DIVING CHALLENGE. 
From the tropics to the coldest of waters, SCUBAPRO offers a suit to 
fit both the diver and the dive. The 2021 dive suit line includes a choice 
of drysuits – both trilaminate and compressed neoprene - a semi-dry 
wetsuit and the wetsuit lines – Everflex, Definition and Sport. Offered 
in a variety of thicknesses with a variety of features, and available at 
a variety of price points, there is a SCUBAPRO dive suit for every diver, 
every dive scenario, and every budget.

SCUBAPRO DIVE SUITS HAVE A 
STELLAR REPUTATION.
When divers think gear, they think SCUBAPRO, and dive suits are no 
exception. Offering a comfortable fit, durability and excellent thermal 
protection, SCUBAPRO dive suits are simply the best.

IT’S THE SCUBAPRO STORY.
Not only does our extensive collection of dive wear perform, it is also 
the most eco-friendly gear in the industry. SCUBAPRO continues to 
write the dive industry’s story when it comes to environmentalism and 
sustainability, especially with thermal protection.

From the introduction of X-Foam neoprene, to solvent-free glue used on 
all SCUBAPRO neoprene products (except boots) thicker than 1.5mm, 
these environmentally friendly innovations demonstrate SCUBAPRO’s 
desire to better protect divers, and reinforce our long-standing com-
mitment to help protect our planet.

DIAGONAL  
BACK ZIPPER

THERMAL  
SEAL

HOOD HOOK

ANTI- 
ABR ASION  

MATERIALS

ZIPPER STOPS

DIAMOND  
SPAN LINING
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E V ER T E CH DR Y BRE AT H A BL E
Lightweight and breathable on deck, dry and comfortable at depth, this 
premium trilaminate suit is designed for avid divers and is loaded with 
features. Top quality throughout, updated semi-rigid dive boots improve 
comfort and non-slip capability, a neoprene neck collar protects the  
latex seal, and two large cargo pockets provide lots of storage space. 
This drysuit will keep you dry and comfortable in all water conditions.

OH-SO-COMFORTABLE
Breathable nylon/PU/nylon trilaminate design allows body perspiration 
evacuation, but keeps water out.

ERGO BOOTS
They protect your feet from beach rocks and shells and keep you from 
slipping on wet boat decks, yet are soft and comfy.

QUALITY SI-TECH VALVES
Ensure efficient and trouble-free airflow control to maintain warmth and 
buoyancy.

CLIMB IN, ZIP UP, ALL BY YOURSELF
Front diagonal BDM metal dry zipper not only keeps water out, it makes 
self-donning easy.

HASSLE-FREE FIELD REPAIRS
With the Si-Tech ring system you can easily replace damaged latex wrist 
and neck seals, or switch them out for optional silicone seals.

CARRY MORE STUFF
Two large cargo pockets equipped with D-rings, blue bungee,  
high-security over-flaps and Velcro closures for accessories.

DRYSUITS

Sizing Men/Women

Material Breathable nylon/PU/nylon trilaminate

Zipper BDM  (Nickel silver with aluminum bronze 
alloy sliders)

Zipper Position Front Zip diagonal

Telescopic Torso Yes

Boots/Socks Attached semi-rigid dive boots (includes 
Velcro straps & fin strap retainers)

Wrist Seals Latex

Neck Seal Latex

Seal Ring System Si-Tech Ring System for latex wrist &  
neck seals

Valves Si-Tech

Interior Lining N/A

Seams Stitched & waterproof taped twice

Hood 5/4 mm black, Air Vent system, Face Seal,
Diamond Span interior, Hook on back

Pockets 2 cargo pockets with velcro closure
and small zippered pocket flap

Removable Sus-
penders Yes

I-Safe Straps 2

What’s  Included? Hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, 
suspenders,  repair kit, and owner’s manual

All SCUBAPRO drysuits come with a hood, carry bag, low pressure hose, repair kit, and owner’s manual. 

DRYSUIT BAG

BUNGEE  
POCKET DETAIL
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(TPF) rating is an indicator of the  
thickness of a neoprene dive suit.

From 7.0mm - Best for water temperatures 7°C to 16°C

Up to 2.5mm - Best for water temperatures above 24°C

3.0mm to 4.5mm - Best for water temperatures 21°C to 27°C

5.0mm to 6.5mm - Best for water temperatures 16°C to 21°C

NOTE:

TPF ratings should be used only as a guideline. Many factors affect a diver’s level 
of warmth beyond the thickness of the wetsuit and the water temperature. These 
include length of exposure, depth, repeated dives, suit fit, body type, body-fat 
percentage, use of hoods/gloves/booties, and many more.  

The semi-dry concept is simple: Combine the fit of a wetsuit with some of the sealing elements of a drysuit. It’s a 
smart solution for staying warm and relatively dry in cold or temperate water environments. 

NO VA SC O T I A 7. 5  T EMPER AT E-
WAT ER T HERM A L PRO T E C T ION
Snug-fitting and flexible, the NovaScotia keeps you very warm and relatively 
dry while exploring the depths. With its easy-zip YKK Aquaseal Vislon dry zipper, 
improved plush lining, double zippered seals on ankles and wrists and long list of 
convenience features, the NovaScotia offers the ultimate fit, warmth and durability 
in cold-water and multidive thermal protection. Hood included.

SEMI-DRY SUIT

Maldives



FITS LIKE A “SECOND SKIN”. 
Unless you’re diving in water warmer than 98.6ºF, as soon as you hit the water your body starts losing heat. Reducing 
or delaying this heat loss is the primary job of your wetsuit. To do that it must be built with the best materials, have 
quality seams, seals and zippers, and, most importantly, it must fit like a second skin. 

SCUBAPRO WETSUIT FAMILIES – AT-A-GLANCE
ULTRA PREMIUM+ CORE+

Model EVERFLEX DEFINITION SPORT

Design approach Pure DesignConcept Body Map System Triathlon Cut

Neoprene X FOAM – PAH regulation  compliant X FOAM – PAH regulation  compliant S FOAM – PAH regulation  compliant

Stretch EXCELLENT – 100% Super stretch VERY GOOD – 80% Super stretch GOOD – 100% Extra-soft foam

Interior lining Diamond Span – Warmth, stretch & 
quick-drying

Orange IR & Silver plush (5mm) – 
Warmth & stretch Single plush (3mm) – Warmth

Glue Solvent-free glue Solvent-free glue Solvent-free glue

Thicknesses (mm) 7/5mm, 5/4mm, 3/2mm – 
Multi-thickness panel concept 5mm, 3mm Double plush (5mm); single plush 

(3mm) – Warmth

Seams
Glued & double blind-stitched outer 
seams; single blind-stitched inner 

seams

Glued & blind-stitched outer seams; 
single blind-stitched inner seams

Glued & blind-stitched outer seams; 
single blind-stitched inner seams  
(5mm); flatlock stitched  (3mm)

Main rear zipper Diagonal, YKK brass slider Diagonal, YKK brass slider Vertical, YKK brass slider

Wrist/ankles
Double zippered seals,  

YKK brass sliders (7/5mm & 5/4mm); 
fuse-cut single cuffs (3/2mm)

Double zippered seals,  
YKK brass sliders (5mm);  

single zippered seals,  
YKK brass sliders (3mm)

Single zippered cuffs, YKK, 
KA brass sliders (5mm);  

single cuffs with plush  (3mm)

Extra features
Neck zippers; I-Safe straps; double 

seals zipper flap; spine pad; hood 
hook on right hip

Neck zippers; I-Safe straps; spine 
pad; rear zipper with invisible  

construction
Hood hook on right hip

Abrasion-resistant 
shoulders Heavy-duty (HD) fabric + HD PU pads HD fabric + Single layer print HD PU fabric

Abrasion-resistant 
knees HD fabric + HD PU pads HD fabric + HD PU print HD PU print

Abrasion-resistant seat HD fabric HD fabric HD fabric

THERMAL CLASS

CE thermal class, 7mm A (7-12ºC)

CE thermal class, 5mm B (10-18ºC) B (10-18ºC) B (10-18ºC)

CE thermal class, 3mm C (16-24ºC) D (>22ºC) D (>22ºC)

PURE DESIGN CONCEPT
Uses fewer seams and panels, ensuring maximum range of motion.

BODY MAP SYSTEM
Uses special tailoring and material inserts to compensate for the 
stresses of the human body.

TRIATHLON CUT
Uses wider panels covering the underarm and back areas that allow 
unrestricted arm and shoulder movement.

DIAMOND SPAN
Water-draining material enhances cold-water protection.  
It is combined with a second lining for improved stretch,  
making donning and doffing that much easier.

ORANGE INFRARED (IR) & SILVER PLUSH (5MM)
IR on the front and back torso reflects body heat for extra thermal 
insulation and is extremely soft against the skin, in combination with 
silver plush throughout for comfort and warmth.

WETSUITS
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Anilao

DIAMOND SPAN LINING

2MM

3MM

E V ERF L E X HOODED V E S T S , 
2MM & F RON T Z IP 3MM
Classic hooded vests made of 100% Everflex neoprene for superior 
stretch and comfort. Designed to layer with any SCUBAPRO steamer. 
Unisex.

EVERFLEX
SCUBAPRO’S PREMIUM WETSUIT LINE.
The Everflex line of quality wetsuits has long stood at the forefront of dive comfort and thermal protection. 
Eco-friendly Everflex neoprene is thicker around the body’s core for enhanced warmth, and thinner in the extremities 
for added flexibility and comfort. All 2021 Everflex steamers come with a Diamond Span water-draining inside lining 
that features a second lining for improved stretch and cold-water protection. A wide range of sizes and thicknesses 
ensures there is a top-of-the-line Everflex steamer to suit every diver.

CE certified a Class C dive suit.   
Rated for water temperatures ranging from 16°C to 24°C.

E V ERF L E X 3/ 2

All SCUBAPRO suits are made from X-foam, a petroleum-free limestone neoprene. 

All SCUBAPRO neoprene dive suits are assembled using a solvent-free glue,

a 100%green process. 1,5mm and thicker, except boots.

3/2
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DEFINITION
DEPENDABLE THERMAL PROTECTION.
2021 Definition steamers offer more stretch, more comfort and more features than ever before. Special tailoring and 
strategically placed panels in the chest area, sides, arms and legs, and behind the knees, create a suit that fits like 
a glove and provides extra stretch where it’s needed most. This is thermal protection well-suited to active temper-
ate-water and warm-water divers.

DEF INI T ION 3
This 3mm dive suit takes many of the exterior design elements found on 
the Definition 5mm and includes special tailoring to create a suit that fits 
the body like no other. Proven N2S construction offers the perfect level 
of warmth and comfort for dependable warm-water protection. 

CE certified a Class D dive suit.   
Rated for water temperatures above 22ºC. 

SP0RT

CARIBBEAN 
3MM

CARIBBEAN  
5MM

BLUE 
3MM

SOFT AND STRETCHY FOR EXTRA COMFORT.
Sport suits are great for new divers, casual divers, and first-time suit buyers who enjoy diving in moderate to shallow 
depths. These suits are made of ultra-soft neoprene and feature a triathlon cut for enhanced range of motion in the 
shoulders and arms. The Sport line is an economical choice for divers seeking comfort, stretch and maximum freedom 
of movement.

SP OR T 5 A ND 3
The 5mm Sport is must-have thermal protection for recreational divers 
who love leisurely warmer water diving. Softer and more flexible neo-
prene makes it easy to put on and take off, maximizes range of motion 
and improves overall comfort. Includes wrist and ankle zippers. 

CE certified a Class B dive suit.   
Rated for water temperatures ranging from 10ºC to 18ºC.

The 3mm Sport is a super-comfortable dive suit designed for the tropics. 
The perfect choice when heading to the islands, this suit is built with 
flatlock stitching which is comfortable against bare skin, a vertical rear 
zipper and plush-lined single-cuff ankles and wrists.

CE certified a Class D dive suit.  
Rated for water temperatures above 22ºC.
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ONE FLEX
The classic Oneflex 3mm is all about form and function. Made of strong but stretchable X-Foam neoprene with a tough 
nylon lining, this warm-water steamer offers comfort and long life, even when subjected to intensive use.

3mm  and 5 mm thicknesses. 

3MM 5MM

ONEF L E X SHOR T Y
Made of strong but stretchable X-Foam neoprene with a tough nylon 
lining, this 2.5mmshorty is perfect for tropical diving or pool sessions. 
Anti-abrasion material on the shoulders and seat area protect against 
chafing BC straps and non-skid boat seats, greatly extending the life of 
the suit.

2.5mm thicknesses. 
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EVERFLEX 1.5MM
TOP CHOICE IN TROPICAL THERMAL WEAR.
SCUBAPRO’s Everflex 1.5mm family of neoprene tops, pants, leggings and shorts offer warmth, comfort, lots of range 
of motion and protection from scrapes and stings, plus they dry quickly. Made with high-stretch Everflex neoprene 
with a fleece/plush inner lining, these garments are ideal for tropical diving, snorkeling or pool training. Wear them 
alone or together for a total warm-water ensemble. They’re great for layering too.

WOMEN'S  
CARIBBEAN

WOMEN'S  
CARIBBEAN

WOMEN'S  
CARIBBEAN

MEN'S  
AEGEAN

MEN'S  
AEGEAN

T OP S
These form-fitting tops in men’s and women’s styling feature slightly 
higher neck collars for comfort and to prevent BCD chafing. Thumb holes 
on the long sleeve models prevent ride-up when used as an under layer. 
Women’s tops include a front zipper for easy donning and doffing.

SHOR T S
Warm and cozy and they dry quickly. The high-stretch neoprene offers 
excellent range of motion. Men’s shorts feature a drawstring waist; 
women’s shorts include a high waist to optimize comfort.

L E GGINGS A ND PA N T S
Flattering leggings for women and full-length pants for men protect 
against stings and abrasion plus provide outstanding thermal protec-
tion. They’re form-fitting and stretchy and dry quickly.
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HYBRID
SUPER-COMFORTABLE AND FUN TO WEAR.
Built with a mix of quality 1mm X-Foam neoprene for warmth and durable nylon for stretch and comfort, this family of 
blended garments is certainly unique. On the underside of the nylon panels a micro-plush interior enhances comfort. 
This fleece fabric absorbs less water, which keeps heat against the body, increasing overall warmth. Stylish and per-
fect for virtually any water activities. 

H Y BRID L ONG SL EE V E T OP 
1MM
With smooth-skin 1mm neoprene in the torso area and high-stretch 
nylon material on the sides, sleeves and collar, this stylish warmer can be 
worn by itself or as a thermal under-layer beneath a traditional wetsuit. 
It can also act as a barrier to the sun's rays when snorkeling or swim-
ming, and it dries quickly.

C A RGO SHOR T S
Comfortable and stretchy, these shorts form-fit to your body. Designed 
to be worn by themselves or over a dive suit, they include an adjustable 
waist belt and two large cargo pockets for carrying money, sunglasses or 
other accessories when enjoying a day on the beach or dive boat. 

H Y BRID MENS C A RGO PA N T S
Offering all of the features of Hybrid Cargo Shorts in a full-length design 
for total lower body comfort and protection.
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PROF IL E S T E A MER 0 . 5
This ultra-thin 0.5mm neoprene steamer can be used as a warm-wa-
ter wetsuit or as a base layer beneath a thicker wetsuit for cold-water 
diving. Thumb and foot straps make it easy to put on the suit, plus they 
prevent ride-up. 

H Y BRID HOODED V E S T 1MM
This hybrid vest’s ultra-comfortable neoprene/nylon blend does a great 
job of protecting your torso and head, two critical areas for minimizing 
heat loss, providing comfort, warmth and protection where you need 
it most. Wear it by itself or over a long sleeve thermal rash guard to 
increase warmth and protection.

Grand Bahamas - UNEXSO Bahamas
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// SEMI-DRY SUIT WETSUITS

NOVASCOTIA EVERFLEX DEFINITION SPORT ONE FLEX

Thickness (mm) 7.5mm 3mm 3mm 5mm, 3mm 5mm, 3mm, 
2.5mm (Shorty)

X-Foam Neoprene (chemical
free production process) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Solvent-Free Aqua Glue ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Pure Design Concept (PDC) ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

Triathlon Cut ∫ ∫

Preformed Design ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

100% Everflex Neoprene ∫ ∫

Diamond Span Lining ∫ ∫

Infrared lining ∫

Micro-Plush Lining ∫

Zipper

YKK Aquaseal Dry
Zipper - Rear 
Shoulder to 

Shoulder

YKK Diagonal 
Back Zip

YKK Diagonal 
Back Zip

YKK Vertical Back 
Zip

YKK Diagonal 
Back Zip

Ankle/Wrist Seal Double Zippered 
Seal

Double Zippered 
Seal

(5/4 & 7/5)
Single Cuff,Fused 

Cut
Finish (3/2)

Double Zippered 
Seal
(5)

Single Zippered 
Cuff
(3)

Single zippered 
cuffs (5) 

Single Cuff (3)

Glideskin on Seals ∫ ∫ ∫

Fold-Under Neck Seal ∫

Zipper on Neck Collar ∫ ∫

Lumbar and Spine Pad ∫ ∫ 5 5 ∫

Abrasion-Resistant Fabric
Heavy-Duty on 
Shoulder, Knee, 

Seat

Heavy-Duty on 
Shoulder, Knee, 

Seat

Heavy-Duty on 
Shoulder, Knee, 

Seat

Medium on 
Shoulder, Seat ∫

Anti-Abrasion Pad/Print 
Tatex Pad on 

Shoulder,
Knee

Tatex Pad on 
Shoulder,

Knee

Prints on 
Shoulder, Knee

Prints on 
Shoulder, Knee

HD prints on 
knees, fabric on 
shoulders/seat

I-Safe Strap 2 2 (5/4, 7/5) 2 1

Hood Included SEPARATE OFFER

CE Thermal Class A
A = 7/5mm
B = 5/4mm
C = 3/2mm

B = 5mm
D = 3mm

B = 5mm 
D = 3mm

B = 5mm 
D = 3mm

SEMI-DRY AND WETSUITS
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DELTA 5.0MM:

BASE 4.0MM:

DELTA SHORT 3.0MM:

When diving your entire body needs to be protected from the cold, and that includes your feet. Scubapro draws on 
decades of experience in design, materials and construction, which is why scubapro boots and socks are the best.

GO SOCK 3.0MM:

DIAMOND 
SPAN LINING

Low-cut and lightweight.Comfort and protection. 

Economical and durable. Designed to be worn with the GO 
travel fin. Also ideal for tropical 
beaches and training pools.

Constructed of high-stretch 100% Everflex neoprene for maximum 
comfort and durability. Extremely stretchy Silverskin lining feels 
good against the skin and provides a good seal to minimize water 
transfer.

Minimizes heat loss from the head area when 
diving in cold water. 

EVERFLEX HOOD

FOOTWEAR

5/3MM WITH FACE SEAL
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DIAMOND SPAN LINING

Nothing ruins a dive faster than cold hands or barnacle-cut fingers. SCUBAPRO’s extensive line of super-comfortable 
gloves delivers five-fingered warmth and protection for all water temperatures and all diving conditions.

Ideal for tropical diving. Tactile hand-warmer.

Backed with neoprene.  Available 
colors to match a variety of 
other SCUBAPRO gear: Black, 
Aegean, Flamingo, Graphite and 
Caribbean. 

SEAMLESS 1.5:

TROPIC 1.5:

D-FLEX 2.0:

GLOVES

AEGEAN FL AMINGO GR APHITE CARIBBEAN
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DESIGNED TO PERFORM, 
WORN TO BE DIFFERENT.
When it comes to protection from the elements, 
SCUBAPRO’s UPF Collection has you covered. Built with 
the best technical materials available to ensure the 
highest quality, the UPF Collection protects you above 
the surface front harsh UV rays and below the surface 
from stings and abrasion. Choose from a variety of 
tops, steamers and leggings in men’s and women’s 
styling.

UPF
Created by divers for divers – with thoughtful details like non-abra-
sive seams and high necklines to ensure the gear looks great and 
functions well.

Δ  Stands up to the elements – stands out anywhere.

Δ  Stylish skin protection increases comfort during warm-water 
dives and surface fun. 

Δ   Designed to be worn by themselves or under a wetsuit. 

Δ  The perfect choice for before, during and after a dive.

Δ   Materials dry quickly to enhance comfort between dives. 

Δ  Made from 86% super-soft nylon/14% spandex (T-Flex) or 
high-quality polyester fabric. 

Δ  Flattering color panels and cut. 

Δ  Highly versatile – ideal for snorkelers, paddle boarders, swimmers 
and other water enthusiasts too. 

 Anilao, Philippines



UPF 80 T-F L E X W OMEN ’ S 
L ONG SL EE V E R A SH GU A RD
Flattering cut, panels and styling compliment all female divers. Comfort, 
stretch, and UV protection that can’t be beat.

UPF 80 T-F L E X MEN ’ S 
L ONG SL EE V E R A SH GU A RD
The best UV protection rating in the industry. The perfect blend of 
nylon and spandex for maximum comfort and protection.  

UPF 80 T-F L E X W OMEN ’ S 
L E GGINGS
Soft nylon and high-stretch spandex equal comfort and freedom. Match 
them with any UPF Collection tops for maximum style.

JEWEL

JEWEL

UPF 80

CARIBBEAN

CARIBBEAN

ONY X

GR APHITE

BL ACK AGEAN

GR APHITE
OR ANGE
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UPF 50 MEN ’ S L ONG SL EE V E 
R A SH GU A RD
High styling plus solid sun protection. Form-fitting design looks great 
and wears comfortably by itself or under a wetsuit.

UPF 50 MEN ’ S SHOR T SL EE V E 
R A SH GU A RD
Stylish skin protection for those who love water. 
Ideal for divers, snorkelers, paddle boarders, swim-
mers and other water enthusiasts.

AEGEAN

GR APHITE

BL ACKGR APHITE

Made from high-quality polyester fabric, these stylish rash guards are comfortable, provide good hand feel, and dry 
quickly. Designed as all-around sports apparel, wear a UPF Collection Rash Guard under a wetsuit at depth or by itself 
when topside for dependable protection from the sun’s rays. 

UPF 50

UPF 50 W OMEN ’ S L ONG 
SL EE V E R A SHGU A RD
Panels in dazzling colors, and clean lines are guaranteed to flatter  
female divers. Provides comfort and excellent UV protection.

CARIBBEAN

FL AMINGO JEWEL
BL ACK / WHITE
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SCUBAPRO IS FAMOUS FOR 
ITS FINS.
SCUBAPRO offers a selection of fins to suit every diver 
and every dive scenario, from time-honored traditional 
to high-tech modern, blade fins and split fins, adjust-
able and full foot. 

BLADE FINS 
Traditional Blade Fins tend to be simple in design with relatively 
stiff blades that produce lots of feedback. Fins of this type are 
known for their ability to generate lots of thrust, making them 
smart choices if you have to move through the water carrying a lot 
of gear. Technical and commercial divers tend to favor this type of 
fin. SCUBAPRO’s rugged Jet Fin remains the best example of the 
traditional fin design.

Modern Blade Fins represent fin technology at its finest. With their 
innovative designs and advanced materials and construction, these 
fins dominate the field in kicking performance and comfort. They are 
more flexible than traditional blade fins so you can generate a lot of 
power without over-stressing legs and ankles, yet they’re stiffer than 
split fins so they excel in low-speed cruising and maneuverability. 
You’ll find no better example of a modern blade fin than SCUBAPRO’s 
award-winning Seawing Nova.

FINS
SPLIT FINS
Split Fins are fun. Featuring “propeller technology,” they're quick 
and nimble, and by keeping the fins within your body's slipstream 
and using a relaxed flutter kick, you can comfortably cover a lot of 
ground without cramping leg muscles or straining ankles. Split fins 
don’t offer as much feedback as blade fins do, which can take some 
getting used to, but for divers looking for acceleration, speed and 
efficiency, these fins are just the ticket.

OPEN HEEL FINS
Also referred to as “adjustable” fins, these kickers are designed to 
be worn with boots, making them the fins of choice for temperate 
and cold-water diving. However, they also have a solid following 
among warm-water divers, especially those who do beach entries 
over rocky shorelines.  Their adjustability means you can use them 
with different boots while always maintaining a snug, cinched-up fit.

FULL FOOT FINS
Full foots are designed to be worn barefoot, making them favorites 
among tropical boat divers. Full foots feel good on the feet and con-
tribute to that sense of freedom you get when cruising the depths 
wearing minimal neoprene. They also tend to be smaller and lighter 
than adjustable fins, making them ideal traveling companions. 
However, because there’s no adjustability, more care must be taken 
in sizing.



Setting the bar in dive fin design, the multiple-award-winning Seawing 
Nova combines classic SCUBAPRO fin technology with the latest inno-
vations in hydrodynamic design to deliver incredible power, acceleration 
and maneuverability with total kicking comfort.

MONPRENE® ELASTOMER CONSTRUCTION
Virtually indestructible for long life.

WING BLADE
Creates a near-perfect balance of rigidity and flexibility.

VARIABLE BLADE GEOMETRY
Provides more power and class-leading stability with wing tips that arc 
upward.

ARTICULATED JOINT
Allows the entire blade to pivot and generate thrust, making the most of 
each kick.

With a slightly stiffer blade the Gorilla allows for more effective sculling and 
reverse kicking. An excellent choice for tech divers and dive instructors.

WHITE

ARMY GREEN

SEAWING NOVA

SEAWING GORILLA

SEAWING NOVA

BL ACK PINK WHITE
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STACKED

BL ACK

GO FIN
GO SP OR T
For divers who want the kicking performance of the GO fin but prefer 
wearing boots, the GO SPORT offers a “Boot-Fit” design with a revised 
Ergo3 foot pocket that has been re-profiled to accommodate boots. The 
blade has also been revised to provide mounting points to attach skegs 
that minimize sideslip and maximize stability.  

PERSONALIZATION WITH OPTIONAL SKEG COLOR KITS 
Skegs are offered in a variety of colors to personalize the fins or color 
match to other dive gear. 

BLUE

YELLOW

BL ACK

WHITE

PINK

COLORED SKEGS:

BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN OR ANGE PURPLE GR AY

GO
This travel fin features a “Barefoot-Fit” design that combines the fit-
ment benefits of an open heel fin with the comfort and barefoot freedom 
of a full foot fin. The replaceable self-adjusting bungee heel strap allows 
for a versatile fit, is very comfortable on a bare foot, and makes the fin 
easy to don and doff – it can also be used with neoprene socks. SOLD AS 
STANDARD WITH BLACK STRAP ON ALL SIZES. COLORED STRAPS ARE AN 
OPTIONAL ACCESSORY AND ARE SIZE SPECIFIC.

COLORED STRAPS:

TURQUOISE
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CAMO 4 COLOURS MIX

BL ACK

CAMO 2 COLOURS MIX

CAMO 4 COLOURS MIX

JET FIN
SCUBAPRO Jet Fins have a long and celebrated history of performance. They set the standard for power and durability 
in 1965 and continue to be immensely popular today.

JE T F IN W I T H SPRING S T R A P S

JE T F IN RE V O
Powerful rubber fin appreciated by professional divers.  
Available in sizes: Regular and Grande. 

JE T SP OR T A DUS TA BL E
The Jet Sport generates propulsive kicking power with excellent stability 
and easy maneuverability. The perfect blend of performance, comfort 
and value. 

BL ACK /GR AYRED

WHITE BL ACK
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MASK TECHNOLOGY AT ITS 
BEST.
With SCUBAPRO, you dive clear-eyed and comfortable. 
SCUBAPRO masks are available in a variety of styles 
with a choice of features to suit your diving style.

SINGLE LENS 
The absence of a solid nose bridge creates a broad, uninterrupted 
view of the underwater world. When looking slightly off-center 
it enables you to maintain binocular vision, a real plus for some 
divers. 

TWIN LENS 
Lenses are positioned closer to the eyes to increase peripheral vi-
sion while decreasing internal volume, making them easier to clear. 
Twin lens masks are also better-suited to prescription lenses. 

SIDE WINDOWS
By adding an additional side window on each side of the mask, more 
light is allowed in, creating a more open airy feel, while increasing 
peripheral vision. 

Our Ultra Clear lenses do not have the greenish 
tint of normal glass, and offer exceptional clarity 
under water.

Masks showing this ICON are compatible with the 
hands-free Galileo HUD.

Similar to a ski goggle strap, the Comfort Strap 
attaches easily to a variety of mask models. 

MASKS
BLACK SKIRTS, CLEAR SKIRTS
Black skirts block out distracting light and reflections and reduce 
glare. This makes them popular among photographers, hunters 
and divers with light-sensitive eyes. Clear skirts let in lots of light, 
creating a more open effect, and if the skirt is transparent, it can 
actually expand field of view. Divers prone to claustrophobia or who 
dive in darker water favor clear skirts. 

PURGE VALVES
The one-way purge valve is a handy feature. Located in the nose 
pocket, a purge valve makes clearing water from the mask easy – 
all you have to do is exhale. 



D-M A SK
UNRIVALED LENS CLARITY
True color UV protective lenses offer protection from UV light on the 
surface without affecting colors under water. 

PERFECT FIT
D-Mask comes with a choice of black or clear skirts in medium or narrow 
as well as in a special wide fit. 

OPTICAL ENHANCEMENT
Interchangeable lens system makes it easy to install optional optical 
lenses (ranging from -1.5 to -5.0 in .5 diopter increments).

ADD-ON BI-FOCUS
Optional magnifiers can be bonded to standard lenses with a range of 
+1.0 to +3.0.

MAXIMUM COMFORT
Rotating buckles work with the black-on-black Comfort Strap to opti-
mize range of motion for a comfortable, watertight fit. 

HUD ADAPTER
Is included for mounting a GALILEO HUD hands-free dive computer. 

D-MASK
ICONIC DESIGN,  INCREDIBLE COMFORT.
Sharing the sleek styling of the D-Series D420 regulator, the D-Mask is a premium mask well-suited for all types of div-
ing. This low-volume, wide-view mask is available in a choice of skirt sizes and features true color UV protective lenses 
that deliver the best balance of surface protection and underwater clarity. The mask also features an interchangeable 
lens system for optional optical lenses. A Comfort Strap is included. 

BL ACK /BL ACK PINK /BL ACK BLUE/BL ACK YELLOW/BL ACK

 
BLUE/ BL ACK 

(BL ACK SUBFR AME 
INCLUDED)

COLOR KITS:

TURQUOISE/ BL ACK

Are available in Black, Blue, Turquoise, Pink and Yellow for color- 
coordinating with your fins, masks and dive wear.
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SYNERGY MASKS

S Y NERG Y 2 T RUF I T
Single lens mask features a thin, soft inner skirt for fit and comfort, and 
a separate, thicker outer skirt to provide support near the mask frame. 
Called the most comfortable dive mask on the market, you have only to 
try on a Synergy 2 Trufit to feel the difference. 

SILVER/BL ACK RED/BL ACK BLUE/CLEAR PINK/CLEAR YELLOW/CLEAR

SILVER/BL ACK MIRROR

SYNERGY MASKS

S Y NERG Y T W IN T RUF I T
This dual lens mask offers a single skirt made of two thicknesses of 
silicone – thin and pliable where it touches the face, and thicker near 
the mask frame for support and rigidity. It’s comfortable and provides a 
reliable seal against water intrusion. 

RED/BL ACK

TURQUOISE/BL ACK

PINK/BL ACK SILVER/BL ACK YELLOW/BL ACK SILVER/BL ACK 
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PINK/BL ACKSILVER/BL ACK RED/BL ACK YELLOW/BL ACK SILVER/ WHITE

Z OOM
The low-volume Zoom is ideal for all divers, but especially for those who 
use optical lenses. This mask’s innovative lens change system enables 
you to switch lenses yourself, without tools, in less than a minute. Sub-
frames are available in colors to match Seawing Nova fins, HYDROS BCDs 
and the UPF Collection. Also available is an adapter for mounting a HUD 
hands-free dive computer.

Available lenses: Bi-Focus +1.0 - +3.0;   
Optical Lenses -1.5 - -8.0 in .5 diopter increments.  

BLUE/BL ACK

TWIN LENS

F UL L-FA CE M A SK
SCUBAPRO’s Full-Face Mask is a professional-quality mask designed for maxi-
mum safety and comfort while diving in very cold water, diving in wrecks or caves 
or when technical diving. The design is also ideal for using a secondary air source, 
diving in contaminated environments or employing an underwater communication 
system. The mask is widely used by military and commercial divers worldwide.

BL ACK

COLOR KITS:

Exchangeable colour kits to match different colour styles. Available in 9 
colour combinations. Easy to click on without tools! 
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BRONZE/BL ACK 
MIRROR

RED/CLEAR

SILVER/BL ACK

WHITE/CLEAR

BRONZE SILVER/BLUE/ 
CLEAR

BL ACK

SPE C T R A
A metallic–look frame, dual lens mask. Exclusive color process gives your 
mask the look of stylish eyewear.  

S T EEL C OMP
Ultra-low internal volume. Mask compresses on descent so equalization 
is not required as often. Preferred mask for free diving.

F L U X T W IN
An attractive low-volume dual lens mask. High-impact polycarbonate 
frame for durability and strength. Interchangeable optical lenses from 
-1.0 to -8.0 (in .5 diopter increments) plus bi-focus lenses from +1.0 to 
+3.0 in specific right and left sides. 

BL ACK

ME TALLIC RED

BL ACK WHITE/CLEAR

BL ACK /SILVER 
MIRROR

WHITE
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BLUE

F R A MEL E S S
Diving’s original frameless mask features a distinctive rectangular shape 
for excellent field of view. The skirt’s soft double-edge seal keeps water 
out and feels good against the skin. 

BL ACK

SINGLE LENS FRAMELESS MASKS

BL ACK

F R A MEL E S S F OR HUD
Available with an integrated holder to mount the new HUD hands-free 
dive computer. HUD computer not included.

CR Y S TA L V U
A single lens mask with seamless side windows delivers a panoramic field 
of vision. 

WHITESILVER/BL ACK BLUE YELLOW RED

ME TALLIC BL ACK / OR ANGE

SOL O
Enjoy the view in a streamlined, low-volume frameless mask.  
Double-sealed silicone skirt molds to the face for a comfortable,  
watertight seal.

BL ACK
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BL ACK YELLOW BLUE PINK

C OMF OR T M A SK S T R A P
Similar to a ski goggle strap, the Comfort Strap is comfortable, protects 
hair from being pulled, and attaches quickly and easily to a variety of 
mask models. Two small silicone strips have been added to the inside of 
the straps to eliminate slippage. Easy to attach and easy to use, one size 
fits all for total convenience. Available in lots of stylish colors.

BL ACK /BL ACK

TURQUOISE

ACCESSORIES

GO PRO™ M A SK MOUN T
GoPro™ mask mount fits virtually every twin lens mask.

NE OPRENE M A SK S T R A P S
No more tangled hair and twisted headbands. Choose from a variety of 
colors to match your dive gear and dive style.

Z OOM HUD MOUN T A D A P T ER
The Zoom HUD Mount Adapter is designed to be mounted to the main 
frame of the Zoom mask for attaching SCUBAPRO’s HUD hands-free dive 
computer.

Optional colored frames are compatible with a HUD mount. Available in 
Black, White and Clear.

BL ACK BLUE PINK WHITE PURPLE

YELLOW

MOUNT

OR ANGE
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WITH SCUBAPRO  
SNORKELS YOU CAN  
ALWAYS BREATHE EASY.
The ideal snorkel is always within reach when it's time 
to do some surface swimming. SCUBAPRO snorkels are 
hydro-dynamically designed for exceptional breathing 
performance, feature purge valves for easy clearing 
and specially-designed silicone mouthpieces for maxi-
mum comfort.

Have it your way with a variety of SCUBAPRO snorkel 
designs perfectly matched for scuba diving, snorkel-
ing, or both. 

SNORKELS
DRY TOP
This design completely seals the upper tube when the snorkel is 
submerged, so upon resurfacing no clearing is needed.

SEMI-DRY
This design’s splashguard top limits the amount of water able to 
enter the airway, making it easier to clear the snorkel.

OPEN TOP
Traditional design with a bare upper tube. Some are designed to be 
folded and stowed in a BCD pocket. 

PURGE VALVES
One-way valves positioned just below the mouthpiece make clearing 
a snorkel much easier, because rather than having to force unwant-
ed water out the top of the tube with a massive blast of air, you can 
expel it out the bottom of the tube using gravity and just a puff of air.  

 Bahamas



SPE C T R A
Semi-dry splashguard top deflects surface splash while the rigid upper 
tube provides plenty of airflow. Lower purge valve takes care of any wa-
ter that enters the airway. Convenient corrugated lower tube hangs out 
of the way when not being used.

NE X US
Low-drag design features a splashguard top and angled purge to divert 
bubbles out of your line of sight. The snorkel easily attaches to your 
mask strap, and can be folded and stowed in an accessory pocket.

BL ACK

BL ACK /SILVER

ME TALLIC RED

BL ACK /BRONZE CLEAR/ WHITE CLEAR/PINK

YELLOW

CLEAR/BLUE

BLUE

SPE C T R A DR Y
Large-bore tube allows plenty of airflow. Dry top closes when submerged 
so no clearing is needed upon resurfacing.

BRONZE

WHITE

PINK

YELLOW/CLEAR

BLUE/CLEAR SILVER

CLEAR/REDBL ACK / 
TURQUOISE

A PNE A SNORK EL
Made from flexible, non-toxic silicone, the upper barrel on this versatile 
surface breather can be removed if you prefer to use a shorter pipe. 
The snorkel easily attaches to your mask strap, and can be folded and 
stowed in an accessory pocket. Available in a variety of colors.

BL ACK WHITE
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JUMP IN, THE WATER’S 
WONDERFUL!
Open your eyes to a whole new world. The water is 
warm and clear and the sea life is flourishing. All you 
have to do is cruise along on the surface and enjoy 
the view. 

Before you jump in, make sure you’re outfitted with 
SCUBAPRO’s ultra-comfortable snorkeling equip-
ment. With options to fit every type and size of diver, 
the only thing left to do is grab your gear and go. We 
offer a full line of high-quality, long-lasting and styl-
ish snorkeling gear for every type of adventure. 

MASKS
Comfortable to wear while providing a clear-eyed view of the 
underwater world.

SNORKELING
SNORKELS
Easy-breathers enable you to keep your eyes on the underwater 
prize as you’re swimming along on the surface.

FINS
Compact, lightweight and easy to use, they propel you through the 
water with minimum effort.

COMBO KITS
Color-coordinated masks, snorkels and fins perfectly matched for 
performance and style.

SNORKELING VESTS
A little extra buoyancy makes snorkeling stress-free and fun.

UPF COLLECTION
And don’t forget our full line of stylish UPF rash guards for protec-
tion on the surface from harsh UV rays and below the surface from 
stings and abrasion. 

Grand Bahamas -UNEXSO Bahamas



T RINID A D M A SK
This high-quality mask is a favorite among snorkelers and divers alike. 
The Trinidad’s frameless single lens design lets you enjoy an expansive 
view of the underwater world. Because it is low profile, clearing the mask 
and equalizing is easy. A soft premium silicone skirt and a quick-release 
strap create a snug-fitting, comfortable mask that’s easy to use.

T RINID A D SNORK EL
A splashguard on top, a purge valve on the bottom, and a premium 
silicone mouthpiece in between work together to enable the Trinidad 
to deliver loads of dry, unrestricted airflow. The lower flex section and 
quick-connect clip make it easy to attach to a mask strap and even easi-
er to use. Comes with a whistle.

E C C O C OMBO
This no-frills dual lens mask offers a good field of view and it’s low-vol-
ume so it’s easy to clear. It comes with an easy-to-use snorkel with a 
splashguard top.

SPIDER C OMBO K IDS
This high-quality snorkeling set for younger divers comes with a 
single-lens mask complete with soft silicone skirt, and a comfortable 
snorkel with dry top and lower purge valve. A quick-clip for attaching the 
snorkel to mask is included, as is a convenient mesh storage bag.
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TAKE THE LEAP WITH  
SCUBAPRO DIVE LIGHTS.
Unveil the mysteries of night diving, or turn the most 
routine day dive into a memorable adventure, with a 
SCUBAPRO Nova light. Light-years ahead in design, 
Nova lights are equipped with high-intensity LEDs that 
far outpace the competition in brilliant illumination. 

Producing higher lumens than most primary dive lights 
— including many pistol-grip styles – and out-pacing 
virtually all secondary dive lights, Nova lights lead the 
market in sheer light intensity. Brilliant illumination, 
lots of burn time and ease of use – Nova lights deliver 
on all counts. 

LIGHTS
Δ  Rugged aluminum body includes a rugged matte black finish with 

blue accents, combining lightweight long-term durability and a 
high-quality look.

Δ   Push-button switch is easy to activate, even when wearing gloves. 

Δ   Extended light head shroud prevents the light beam from blinding 
other divers. 

Δ  Double O-ring seals ensure watertight integrity. 

Δ  Multiple operating modes to extend burn time.

Δ  Over-pressure valve releases battery off-gassing, a great safety 
feature. 

Δ    Special Safety Lock mode on Nova 850 lights prevents accidental 
activation. 

Miami, Fl



NO VA 850 T E C
This rugged single-mode dive light delivers intense 850 lumen illumi-
nation with a focused 8º beam. Machined from heavy-duty aluminum, 
it is lightweight and built to last, and with simple twist-on/twist-off 
activation it is also easy to use. The light comes with a attachment point 
for attaching to a D-ring and delivers up to seven hours of burn time on 
three C-cell batteries (sold separately). 

NOVA 850R is the compact rechargeable version of the Nova 850 with 
on/off switch.

NOVA 850 TEC DIMENSIONS: 9.6 X 1.8"

NO VA 2 100 SF
The powerful Nova 2100 SF (Spot Flood) multi-use dive light offers both 
a 65º wide beam and a 15º spot beam to match any diving situation. Five 
light modes, plus an emergency signal mode, provide extreme versatility. 
The light comes with a choice of handles (a pistol grip plus two Goodman

handles), rechargeable battery, charger and spare parts, all packed in a 
zippered EVA carry case.

LONG-LASTING, RELIABLE POWER
Powerful 25w Li-Ion removable battery provides 55 minutes of burn time 
at full power and constant brightness. Depth tested to 100 meters.

ONE-BUTTON OPERATION
Power on and off, adjust brightness, and switch beam angle by pushing 
one button.

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
Corrosion-proof metal light head improves heat dispersion and increas-
es durability. The completely isolated battery compartment protects 
internal electronics from water intrusion.

OVER-PRESSURE VALVE
Releases battery off-gassing – an important safety feature.

DIMENSIONS: 5.1" X 2.2"

NO VA 250
The Nova 250 is a versatile dive light that can be stored in the smallest 
BCD pocket. It offers three modes: 100% power, 50% power  and Flash, 
plus is equipped with an over-pressure valve to release battery off-gas-
sing, making it the safest small light on the market. Batteries  
not included.

DIMENSIONS: 3.9 X 1"

NOVA 850R DIMENSIONS: 6.3" X 1.8"

NOVA 850 TEC

NOVA 850R



TRANSPORT YOUR  
EQUIPMENT WITH TOTAL 
CONFIDENCE.
Whether it’s transporting gear from the trunk of the 
car to the dive boat, from the hotel to the beach, or 
from home to halfway around the world, gear bags 
play a major role in the active diver’s life. SCUBAPRO’s 
extensive line of dive bags has been designed with  
the specific needs of divers in mind. Each bag is  
engineered for strength and durability, providing just 
what you need to get you and your gear where you  
want to go.

ROLLER BAGS
Δ    Made from a combination of 420D Nylon NT and 450D Rip-stop 

for strength and durability. 

Δ    Reinforced saltwater-resistant wheels can stand up to long-term 
use.

BAGS
Δ   Telescopic double-bar tow handle or adjustable top pull handle for 

maximum bag control.

Δ    Padded lift and carry handles let you conveniently tote or heft the 
bag over uneven terrain.

Δ   Durable YKK saltwater-resistant double-slider zippers allow for 
easy access to main compartments. 

DRY BAGS
Δ   100% dry to protect gear and valuables while out on diving tours or 

other outdoor activities. 

Δ   Built with a blend of 500D nylon (85%) and polyester (15%) backed 
by a TPU coating. 

Δ   YKK weatherproof zipper or reliable roll-and-close sealing sys-
tems protect contents from the elements.

Δ   Backpack straps make for effortless gear hauling. 

SPECIALTY BAGS
Δ   Mesh bags, duffel bags, regulator bags, beach bags, mask bags, 

weight bags and more, all designed to stow you gear, protect your 
gear, make traveling easy and diving more fun. 

Maldives



DI V E ‘ N ROL L L IGH T
This 2-in-1 wheeled bag concept takes the hassle out of dive travel. The 
back portion of the main compartment is semi-rigid and provides out-
standing protection. Remove the soft top bag for carry-on convenience, 
then zip them together and you’re ready to roll again.  

C A R AVA N B A G
Easy to move from the car to the boat or roll through an airport, the Car-
avan is the ideal large dive gear storage and travel bag. Features include 
a corrosion-resistant zipper, reinforced saltwater-resistant wheels, 
exterior side pockets and telescopic handle.

 
REMOVEABLE BACKPACK 

INCLUDED

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 66x40x32CM. 
WEIGHT: 4KG.  
VOLUME: 84L

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 75x40x35CM.
WEIGHT: 4.7KG.  
VOLUME: 105L. 

P OR T ER B A G
Although a bit smaller than its predecessor, you still get lots of volume 
for transporting gear. Reinforced “off-road” skate-style roller wheels 
plus a backpack system let you easily roll or shoulder the bag wherever 
you want to go

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE):  80x45x35CM.  
WEIGHT: 2.5KG.  
VOLUME: 125L. 

FOLDED
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DUF F EL B A G ,  HE AV Y-DU T Y
This rugged gear transport duffel is simple yet highly practical. It is made 
of heavy-duty material for maximum durability, yet is lightweight and 
folds easily. Features include a double-slider U-shaped zipper for easy 
gear loading, compression straps for security, plus side handles and 
double duffel straps for lifting and carrying.  
DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 65x32x26CM.  
WEIGHT: 1.1KG.  
VOLUME: 54L. 

DR Y 4 5
The Dry 45 are backpack-style dry bags that are ideal for transporting 
gear while providing protection from water, sand and dust. A comfort-
able padded backpack system makes for effortless gear carrying. 

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE):  76x33x20CM.   
WEIGHT: 0.7KG. VOLUME: 44L  
(MAIN COMPARTMENT ONLY). 

ME SH B A G
This popular duffel-style dive bag is made of durable coated nylon mesh 
that lets water drain easily. Roomy enough – and strong enough – for a 
full set of gear, it is still lightweight and folds easily for storage. 

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 73x40x33CM.  
WEIGHT: 0.5KG.  
VOLUME: 96L. 

ME SH S A CK
Durable nylon mesh backpack is perfect for carrying snorkeling gear or 
tropical dive gear. Includes padded shoulder straps. 

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 70x39x39CM. 
WEIGHT: 0.5KG.  
VOLUME: 109L. 
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OPEN WITH VELCRO  
AND EL ASTIC RING

BOT TOM-MESH

T R AV EL RE G B A G V IN TA GE
Features a large main compartment with straps to secure your regulator 
while in transit. Heavy-duty PVC (Tarpaulin). 

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 32x32x10CM.  
WEIGHT: 0.7KG 
VOLUME: 10L.

RE GUL AT OR B A G +  
C OMP U T ER B A G
Make sure your regulator, gauges and dive computer are protected for 
your next dive outing. Rip-stop nylon.

REGULATOR BAG DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 35x26x10CM.  
WEIGHT: 0.4KG.  
VOLUME: 9L

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 11.5x7x15CM.  
WEIGHT: 0.2KG 
VOLUME: 1.2L. 

REGULATOR BAG:

COMPUTER BAG:
REGUL ATOR BAG

COMPUTER BAG

C A RR Y-ON F OL D A BL E
Designed to fit/slide on top cabin bag handle.  It is a great reusable 
shopping bag too.

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 55x43x12CM. 
WEIGHT: 0.2KG 
VOLUME: 28L. 

FOLDED

OCE A N CL E A N-UP B A G
Clean-up bag for use underwater and on the beach. 
Polyester PU fabric, PVC Mesh bottom.

DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE): 55x37x10CM. 
WEIGHT: 0.9KG.  
VOLUME: 20L. 
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INDISPENSABLE TOOLS FOR 
SERIOUS DIVERS.
SCUBAPRO knives offer quality blades with excellent 
cutting edges that are both durable and corrosion- 
resistant. 

BLADE MATERIAL
Marine-grade stainless steel or hardened titanium for excellent 
corrosion-free cutting performance. 

CUTTING EDGES
All SCUBAPRO knives offer a combination of serrated edges – 
great for sawing through rope, and plain edges – best for making 
clean slicing cuts. Almost all knives include line-cutting notches 
and many include additional features like shackle keys and bottle 
openers.

KNIVES
BLADE TIPS 
Choose between a pointed tip – great when you want to get a cut 
started when tackling a tightly bound line, or a Tanto tip – a hybrid of 
blunt and pointed with an angled tip that’s sharpened for cutting and 
capable of light prying.

GOOD GRIPPING HANDLES 
Much of a knife’s cutting ability comes from the leverage and pres-
sure brought to bear through the handle. SCUBPARO knives feature 
contoured handles with finger grooves and blade guards that keep 
the knives from slipping and protect fingers.

SHEATHS
All SCUBAPRO knives come with sheaths and include straps or  loops 
for easy mounting. 

Raja Ampat, Indonesia



TITANIUM

STAINLESS

T K 15
The 15cm single-piece stainless steel blade features both smooth and 
serrated edges along with a shackle key and a line cutter. The knife 
comes with a heavy-duty handle and fiberglass-reinforced polyamide 
sheath. 

K 6
The 15cm stainless steel blade offers smooth and serrated edges plus a 
line-cutting notch. Includes an injected molded sheath. 

M A K O
Compact dive knife offered in stainless steel or titanium with a 8.5cm blade.   

W HI T E T IP
Excellent 6.5cm stainless steel blade resists surface oxidation. Includes 
locking sheath and BCD/hose attachment.    

ME SH CU T T ER
This multi-purpose cutting tool is designed to be used with a pulling 
rather than pushing motion; this provides much better leverage, more 
cutting power, and improves safety. A contoured shackle key is provided 
for boat divers.   
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Can't be in the water every 
day? Follow @SCUBAPRO 
on social media for your 
daily dose of incredible 
underwater images.

Your local authorized 
SCUBAPRO dealer can 
provide further product 
information and assist 
you with gear selection, 
maintenance and 
configuration. 

To find a dealer near you 
or to view the complete 
2021 SCUBAPRO product 
offering, visit www.
scubapro.com. 

FIND OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE: SCUBAPRO.COM

SCUBAPRO AMERICAS 
El Cajon, CA 
USA

SCUBAPRO ASIA PACIFIC 
Chaiwan 
Hong Kong 

SCUBAPRO AUSTRALIA 
Chatswood NSW 
Australia

SCUBAPRO FRANCE 
France, Spain, Netherlands, 
Belgium

SCUBAPRO ITALY 
Casarza Ligure (GE) 
Italy

SCUBAPRO GERMANY 
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe, 
UK, Scandinavia

SCUBAPRO SWITZERLAND 
Spreitenbach 
Switzerland

Miami, Fl


